
Andover students 
and faculty assembled on 
Wednesday afternoon to 
recognize and honor veter-
ans in observance of Veter-
ans Day.

Flag Flash Mob

On Wednesday after-
noon, members of the An-
dover community gathered 
by the Vista Walk to carry 
a 30 by 50 foot United 
States flag to the Elson 
Courtyard. Once there, 
participants of the flash 
mob cheered the names 
of Andover veterans and 
snapped the flag in their 
honor. 

“It was really important 

for me to be out there... 
We have to recognize that 
these people have given so 
much for our country. It’s 
important to understand 
that and let them know 
that we are grateful for 
them,” said Sam Tobin ’18.

Andover in the 
Military Dinner

Andover students, fac-
ulty and alumni gathered 
during a dinner that night 
organized by the Andover 
and the Military group in 
celebration of Veterans Day 
to hear this year’s keynote 
speaker, Steve Abbot ’62, a 
retired four-star admiral 
in United States Navy.

Abbot arrived at Ando-
ver in 1960 as an Upper and 
graduated in 1962. He pro-

ceeded to attend the Unit-
ed States Naval Academy 
and serve in the Navy from 
1966 to 2000. In addition, 
he has worked with many 
organizations including 
the Department of Home-
land Security and the Navy 
Marine Corporation Relief 
Society (NMCRS).

In his speech to the 
Andover community, Ab-
bot reflected on the impact 
that Andover has had on 
his life.

“Academically, [Ando-
ver] was such a good prep-
aration for the rest of my 
life. It was the place where 
I learned how to read and 
write. I was made to learn 
how to absorb a whole lot 
of material quickly and to 
answer questions the way 
they were asked,” said Ab-
bot in an interview with The 
Phillipian.

Veterans Day Celebration Includes Flag 
Flash Mob, Andover and the 

Military Dinner and Cupcakes
By BILLY WANG AND 

MAE ZHAO
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Andover community members carried the United States flag from the Vista to the Elson Courtyard in honor of the members of Andover in the Military program.
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Members of the Board 
of Trustees and the Alumni 
Council experienced the 
whirlwind of projects and 
initiatives that make up 
the strategic plan during 
the Fall Trustee gathering 
last weekend. Nearly 250 
alumni leaders participat-
ed in presentations cover-
ing each of the three mis-
sions of the strategic plan: 
“Equity and Inclusion,” 
“Empathy and Balance” 
and “Creativity and Inno-
vation” between November 
5 and 6.

Walking through the 
newly constructed Sykes 
Wellness Center on a tour 
led by Amy Patel, Medical 
Director, and Carol Israel, 
Director of Graham House 
Counseling Center, alumni 
guests and trustees said 
that they witnessed the 

transformation of the old 
Isham Health Center into a 
bright and welcoming new 
facility. The Wellness Cen-
ter will open for use in late 
November.

The trustees also dis-
cussed the future of Ando-
ver’s Athletics Master Plan 
during a discussion led by 
Leon Modeste, Athletic Di-
rector, and architects from 
Perkins + Will. Modeste 
explained the four-phase 
mission of the plan, which 
includes new construction, 
renovation and expan-
sion projects of the athlet-
ics facility. The fundrais-
ing effort of constructing 
a 96,000 square-foot field 
house has already begun, 
and the Board of Trustees 
will vote on whether to 
proceed with the plan at its 
spring meeting.

Trustees also discussed 
plans for renovation in-
cluded in the Campus Mas-
ter Plan.

“Topics included enliv-
ening George Washington 
Hall as a more student-cen-
tered space, creating fac-
ulty residential neighbor-
hoods, modernizing Oliver 
Wendell Holmes Library 
and Morse Hall, weaving 
sustainability throughout 
our planning and address-
ing safety concerns along 
Route 28,” according to a 
press release on Andover’s 
website.

The board is scheduled 
to vote on a final version of 
the plan at its winter meet-
ing.

Participants of “Learn-
ing in the World” programs 
gave multimedia presen-
tations for the trustees of 
Andover’s off-campus im-
mersive learning oppor-
tunities, including Brazil 
PLACES, Niswarth and 
HUACA Project.

Trustees Return to Campus To 
Discuss Campus Strategic Plan

By STAFF REPORT

Meet the 

Intramural Soccer 

All-Stars on B5
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Jungwoo Park ’19 and 
Nicholas Miklaucic ’19 
call to redefine Exeter 
Geek Day.

When she stepped 
onto the Andover campus 
in 1980, Kathleen Dalton, 
Instructor in History and 
Social Science, immedi-
ately made it her prior-
ity to address the issue 
of gender inequality. She 
fought to install the first 
gender studies course 
and lobbied for the re-
cruitment of more female 
teachers. Her husband, 
Tony Rotundo, a former 
Instructor of History and 
Social Science, had a cru-
cial role in the formation 
of the Office of Commu-
nity and Multicultural 
Development (CAMD), 
serving as Associate Dean 
in the early 1990s. This 
Friday, both Dalton and 
Rotundo are receiving 
the 2015 McKeen Award 
for their dedication to 
improving the climate of 
gender within the Ando-
ver community. 

The McKeen Award, 
created in 1998 by the 

Brace Center for Gender 
Studies, honors members 
of Phillips Academy who 
have worked diligently 
toward eliminating social 
and institutional barri-
ers within the student 
and faculty bodies. The 
award is given in honor of 
previous Headmistress of 
Abbot Academy, Philena 
McKeen, in remembrance 
of her efforts to establish 
an academic community 
in which all young wom-
en could thrive. 

“We have been active-
ly involved in all sorts of 
gender issues ever since 
we got to [Andover]… 
There are some very fun-
damental ways things 
have changed and I think 
students now take [that] 
for granted,” Dalton said. 

Together, Dalton and 
Rotundo worked to make 
gender a bigger topic of 
discussion on campus. 
They helped to establish 
the Brace Center in 1996 
and then served as co-
directors for seven years.

Kathleen Dalton And 
Tony Rotundo Receive 

The 2015 McKeen Awards 

By ELIZA BIENSTOCK

Continued on A6, Column 3

Jennifer Savino, for-
mer Associate Director of 
Alumni Engagement, as-
sumed her new role as the 
Director of of Alumni En-
gagement last Wednesday 
after 13 years of working 
with Phillips Academy and 
Abbot Academy alums.

As the new Director of 
Alumni Engagement, Savi-
no will be directly involved 
in creating new strategies 
to increase participation 
in alumni events. She will 
work closely with Head of 
School John Palfrey and 
Thomas Lockerby, the Sec-
retary of the Academy, to 
get more alumni involved 
both on and off campus.

“We will be looking at 
two buckets or focuses of 
programming. One will be 
alumni programming ‘on 
the hill’ and then alumni 
programming ‘off the hill’: 
bringing alumni back to 
campus and how we con-
nect them to each other or 
to the school off the cam-
pus,” said Savino. 

“My job here is not 
about my experiences… [it] 
is about all of the... alumni 
experiences and connect-
ing them from those expe-
riences to the school,” she 
continued. 

Savino began work-

ing at Andover in October 
2002. During her first few 
years at Andover, Savino 
spearheaded the Young 
Alumni Program on cam-
pus, which aims to keep 
young alumni connected 
to the school upon their 
graduation.

After four years of 
working as the Assistant 
Director of Alumni En-
gagement, Savino became 
the Associate Director, 
where she organized over 
160 alumni events each 
year including the re-
gional and international 
gatherings based on affin-
ity groups, The Phillipian, 
alumni veterans and Abbot 
Academy alumnae, among 
others. 

“At this point after this 
many years, I’ve done a 
little bit of everything and 
did a lot of programming—
both general programming 
for alumni and then class-
specific and other demo-
graphic-specific program-
ming,” said Savino.

Among the numerous 
tasks at the Alumni En-
gagement Office, Savino 
especially enjoyed learn-
ing and hearing the unique 
stories that each Andover 
graduate shared with her.

“The number one 
thing about working with 
alumni is learning their 
Andover stories. They all 
had different paths going 

through here,” said Savino.
As a graduate of Law-

renceville, Savino admit-
ted that the prospect of 
working at a school she did 
not attend initially seemed 
daunting. She said, howev-
er, that her experiences at 
Lawrenceville have helped 
her empathize with Ando-
ver students, faculty and 
alumni. 

“[Savino] has been an 
effective, hard-working 
manager of a wide range 
of alumni programs who 
works smoothly with fac-

ulty, administrators and 
staff here on campus. She 
is well-liked and respected 
by alumni of all ages, who 
enjoy her outgoing person-
ality and personal charm. 
Particularly since she has 
been Associate Director, 
she has shown sound, ma-
ture judgement in work-
ing with our wide-ranging 
constituencies,” said Dick 
Howe, another Associate 
Director of Alumni En-
gagement.

Jennifer Savino Appointed 
Director of Alumni Engagement

By JUNGWOO PARK

Continued on A6, Column 1
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Savino hopes to establish stronger connections 
between current students and alumni.

COURTESY OF WIKIPEDIA



This past Monday, over 1,200 students gathered on Yale Univer-
sity’s campus to protest the marginalization of students of color in 
a March of Resilience. Last week, the black players on the football 
team at the University of Missouri refused to play any more games 
and a graduate student went on a hunger strike for eight days, 
holding the university’s president and chancellor accountable for 
allowing many racially charged incidents to go unacknowledged. 
These demonstrations are just a few of several recent examples of 
students of color at predominantly white institutions standing up 
against the injustices they face each day.

We are inspired by the strength and bravery demonstrated by 
these students, and we hope that the Andover community can 
learn from the success of these protests. There is undeniable pow-
er in standing up and taking action, and we urge students and fac-
ulty members alike to follow in the footsteps of those who refuse 
to remain silent any longer.

At Andover, we applaud ourselves on being socially aware, but 
we often fail to acknowledge the ways institutionalized racism af-
fects students of color on our campus. Institutionalized racism 
can manifest itself in microaggressions and other subtle acts of 
racism that are undeniably harmful to the Andover community. 
As we witness the events transpiring at colleges and universities 
across the country, we must also cast our eye inward and scruti-
nize the way norms and systems marginalize students of color at 
Andover.

While not perfect, Andover does provide more spaces than 
many schools do for learning about and discussing race, among 
other issues. But, as demonstrated by the recent events nation-
wide, it is not enough. These conversations should be happening 
every day – in classes, in dorms, among students and faculty mem-
bers. Andover should offer even more frequent and widespread 
opportunities for all students to engage in guided, constructive 
conversations about topics of race. As a community, we must ad-
dress these issues before they reach a boiling point. We should not 
and cannot ignore the experiences of our students of color.

This editorial represents the views of The Phillipian Editorial Board 
CXXXVIII.

In Solidarity

The Phillipian welcomes all letters to the Editor. We try to print all letters, but 
because of space limitations, we enforce a 500 word limit. We reserve the right to 
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by The Phillipian. We will not publish any anonymous letters. Please submit letters 
by the Monday of each week to letters@phillipian.net or to our newsroom in the 
basement of Morse Hall. 
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To the Editor:

On Monday, students 
were encouraged to engage in 
the appropriation of Hawai-
ian culture through a spirit 
day theme, “Maui Monday.” 
The suggested attire consisted 
of Hawaiian shirts, leis, and 
“touristy things.” To most stu-
dents, Hawaiian culture is just 
a costume, yet there are some 
on this campus who consider 
Hawaii home. This day pro-
motes the exotification and 
“othering” of Hawaii and its 
culture.

If you are native to Hawaii, 
Hawaiian shirts and fanny 
packs are not what you wear 
on a daily basis. First, they’re 
called “aloha shirts.” Second, 
this costume stereotypes the 
diverse community that makes 
Hawaii what it is today. You’ll 
see people wearing clothing 
from all different brands; there 
isn’t a single way that Hawai-
ians dress.

The pu‘uwai (heart) of Maui 
and the state of Hawaii – a 
rich, beautiful place with deep 
cultural roots – is buried when 
our students reduce it to a 
tourist destination where we 
sing “Hawaiian Roller Coaster 
Ride” and wear jellyfishes on 
our heads.

Throughout its years, Ha-
waii has had a complicated re-
lationship with the mainland 
U.S. In the early 19th century, 
American missionaries came to 
Hawaii to evangelize the native 
population. The children of the 
missionaries stayed in Hawaii 
and started commercial en-
terprises. These white Ameri-
cans and Europeans soon rose 
to power. They profited from 
native plantations and soon 
became the aristocrats. Mem-
bers from this new class, along 
with other non-Hawaiians, 
formed the Hawaiian Patriotic 
League, which added property 
and income requirements for 
voting in Hawaii, resulting in 
fewer representation of native 

Hawaiians in the government. 
In 1893, Queen Liliuokalani 
Kamaka’eha, was overthrown 
by the white American and 
European aristocracy occupy-
ing Hawaii – efforts that were 
directly aided by the United 
States government and mili-
tary. 

The Americans who over-
threw Queen Liliuokalani im-
posed not only their own gov-
ernment onto Hawaii but also 
their non-native culture. After 
Hawaii was annexed, native 
students were not allowed to 
speak Hawaiian. Native tra-
ditions such as hula dancing 
and surfing were banned by 
the white imperialists because 
the colonists saw them as dis-
gusting. Now, items of cultural 
significance like leis and hula 
skirts are treated as mere ac-
cessories to be worn on spirit 
days or during themed dinners.

The portrayal of Hawaiian 
culture has always been white-
washed, not just in the his-
torical relations between the 
mainland U.S. and Hawaii, but 
also in the media today. For ex-
ample, in the 2015 film “Aloha,” 
set in Hawaii, all seven of the 
top billed actors were white, 
to the outrage of the Hawai-
ian community. Hawaii is one 
of the most racially diverse 
states in the United States, but 
the movie in no way repre-
sented that. “Aloha” is not the 
first movie to use Hawaii as a 
magical, exotic place where 
white protagonists can learn 
valuable lessons. Movies like 
“50 First Date,” “Blue Crush,” 
“Forgetting Sarah Marshall,” 
and “The Descendants” all fol-
low this trope. These movies 
completely neglect the expe-
riences and stories of natives 
on the island. They take tradi-
tions of great significance in 
Hawaiian culture and use them 
as plot devices or ways to fur-
ther the development of white 
characters. They are a form of 
cultural appropriation.  

It is disheartening that the 

spirit day theme “Maui Mon-
day” was approved and sent 
to the whole school. While I 
doubt that “Maui Monday” 
was intended to offend anyone 
in the way that it did, it none-
theless showed a lack of re-
spect for Hawaiian culture and 
recognition of its people’s his-
tory of subjugation. Hawaii, its 
culture, its indigenous people 
and their struggle do not exist 
to service tourists. For a school 
that so strongly values “Youth 
From Every Quarter,” we ask 
that there be more conscious-
ness about Hawaii’s compli-
cated history with the U.S. We 
hope that, by raising aware-
ness, school-wide cultural 
appropriation such as “Maui 
Monday” can be avoided in the 
future. 

Auwe, Andover. Let’s respect 
“Ua Mau ke Ea o ka ina i ka 
Pono” - The Life of the Land is 
Perpetuated in Righteousness. 

Mahalo Nui Loa, 
Avery Kim ’17 and Brittany 

Amano ’16

Signatories:
Candy Chan ’17
Miriam Feldman ’18
Dakoury Godo-Solo ’17
Nathalie Griffiths ’16
Miley Kaufman ’19
Trevor Lazar ’17
Andrew Lin ’17
Alex Ma ’17
Claudia Meng ’18
Ajay Menon ’17
Cam Mesinger ’16
Emily Ortiz ’19
Skyler Sallick ’17
Ashley Scott ’16
Indiana Sobol ’17
Zoë Sottile ’17
Haley Taylor ’17
Auguste White ’17

Letter to the Editor

To the Editor,
 
I received an excel-

lent education in history at 
Andover, studying under such 
greats as Chris Gurry, Derek 
Williams, Ed Quattlebaum and 
Peter Drench. After reading 
the revisionist, anti-historical 
letter regarding George H.W. 
Bush ’42 written by recent An-
dover alumni and published on 
October 9, 2015, I can only con-
clude that they did not similar-
ly avail themselves of the Acad-
emy’s History Department.

The letter in question con-
tains four claims about Presi-
dent Bush’s record, all of which 
misstate or dishonestly manip-
ulate the historical record.  To 
address them in turn:

1. The letter writers first 
state that “[t]he invasion [dur-
ing the First Gulf War] amount-
ed to nothing short of a violent 
and devastating instance of 
neoimperialism.”  Unless by 
“invasion” the writers are re-
ferring to the Iraqi invasion of 
sovereign Kuwait, it is difficult 
to see how an international ef-
fort to liberate an invaded and 
brutally occupied country, un-
dertaken with the explicit au-
thorization of the United Na-
tions, can be considered an act 
of neoimperialism.  Astound-
ingly, the letter writers then 
take President Bush to task 
for not deposing Hussein after 
the liberation of Kuwait, seem-
ingly adopting the position that 
Bush was not “neoimperialist” 
enough.  As an aside, with re-

spect to neoimperialist theory 
more generally, I recommend 
against taking one’s ideological 
cues from Kwame Nkrumah or 
his ilk.  No good can come of it.

2. The letter writers then 
proceed to vastly overstate 
Bush’s involvement in the 
Iran-Contra affair. Neither In-
dependent Counsel Lawrence 
Walsh nor any other credible 
source has ever alleged any-
thing more than that Bush was 
generally aware of Israeli arms 
sales to Iran and a number of 
quid pro quo arrangements 
with foreign governments and 
groups supporting the Contras.  
More pressingly, while identi-
fying the Contras as terrorists 
the letter writers conveniently 
ignore the human rights re-
cord of the Sandinistas, which 
included mass killings, ex-
ecution of political dissidents, 
and the near-genocidal ethnic 
cleansing of the indigenous 
Miskito. Claiming the moral 
high-ground while endorsing 
Sandinista rule of Nicaragua is 
a bit like wearing stilts to a bas-
ketball game – you look great 
walking up to the tip-off, but 
it’s all downhill from there.

3. Bush was not a Congress-
man when the Civil Rights Act 
of 1964 was brought to a vote.  
He was when the Civil Rights 
Act of 1968 was brought to a 
vote, though, and voted in favor, 
against the wishes of most of 
his constituents.  He supported 
the Equal Rights Amendment 
and signed into the law the 
bipartisan Civil Rights Act of 

1991. But Bush’s actual record 
on civil rights contrasts with 
the apparent pre-conceived 
notions of the letter writers, 
so I of course understand why 
they omitted it almost in its en-
tirety.

4. Ah, yes. That old canard 
that being pro-life means that 
one is anti-woman makes its 
appearance.  I was wonder-
ing how long it would take 
the letter writers to reach this 
leftist staple.  Alas, a majority 
of women in America oppose 
abortion in all or most cases 
according to a 2013 Gallup poll.  
As for AIDS, Bush signed into 
law the Ryan White Act, the 
first AIDS-specific legislation 
in American history.  He then 
championed and signed the 
ADA, which prohibited dis-
crimination against people liv-
ing with AIDS.

As the great Democratic 
Senator from New York Dan-
iel Patrick Moynihan used to 
say, “Everyone is entitled to his 
own opinion, but not his own 
facts.”  The letter writers and 
their companions-in-outrage 
are entitled to protest one of 
our greatest alumni if they so 
choose.  But, they are not en-
titled to distort his record to 
achieve their ignoble ends.

 
Cordially,
 
Will Scharf ’04

Letter to the Editor

FOLLOW THE DISCUSSION:
See more Letters to the Editor at 

www.phillipian.net/categories/letters_to_
the_editor/

Correction:
     An Arts article last week omitted a credit on a photo of Alex 
Goldberg ’18.  John Moreland ’18 took the photo.
    An Arts article last week misstated the name of a movie that An-
drew Lin ’17 helped film. The movie was “Into the Heart of the Sea.”
    The Phillipian regrets the errors.
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We all know about 
the stereotypical 
geek or nerd trope, 

standard on television and other 
media: unkempt, socially awk-
ward hermits, obsessed with 
computers and watching anime. 
In thousands of schools across 
the country, bullies often tar-
get these students, calling them 
names like “geek” or “nerd” 
simply because they care about 
school work and love learning.

Andover, however, is differ-
ent. Our school is academically 

rigorous and attracts bright 
students who understand that 
being smart isn’t a disadvan-
tage. The Andover community 
respects academic passion and 
excellence in the classroom. 
Our culture embraces words 
like “geek” and “nerd” without 
fear of judgement or ostracism.

Thus, as Juniors, the two of 
us were surprised to see Exeter 
Geek Day on our Spirit Week 
schedule. While the intention 
is, of course, to show school 
pride and continue our friend-
ly rivalry, this annual tradition 
makes fun of our own students 
as much as it does Exeter’s. We 

forget to be mindful. By wear-
ing broken glasses and sus-
penders and carrying graphing 
calculators, we promote a cul-
ture of exclusion that we have 
tried hard to eliminate.

An unchallenged tradition 
that permits the generaliza-
tion of others is unacceptable. 
While it is easy to lose our-
selves in the hype of the An-
dover-Exeter rivalry, it is vital 

that we find another way to 
compete with Exeter and cele-
brate our long standing rivalry 
without evoking and perpetu-
ating inaccurate and degrad-
ing stereotypes about students 
who enjoy their studies.

We are fully aware that Ex-
eter Geek Day is a celebrated 
tradition with a long history. 
But as times change, so must 
Andover. Instead of using 
school spirit as a guise to at-
tack qualities that we should 

admire, let us instead redefine 
Exeter Geek Day by remov-
ing the stereotypical “nerd” 
or “geek” component. Wear 
the suit and tie uniform or 

complain about your upcom-
ing Saturday classes: there are 
other ways to tease Exeter that 
do not include making Ando-
ver students feel uncomfort-
able or, worse, unwelcome. 
This way, the unique passions 
and interests that make Ando-
ver so special can be celebrat-
ed, not attacked.

A Critique of Geek Day
Nicholas Miklaucic

Jungwoo Park

Nicholas Miklaucic is a Junior 
from Charlotte, NC. Jungwoo 
Park is a Junior from Irvine, CA.

By wearing broken 
glasses and suspenders 
and carrying graphing 

calculators, we promote a 
culture of exclusion that 

we have tried hard to 
eliminate.

In her article “Putting 
Lights Out to Rest” pub-
lished on November 6, Tif-

fany Chang ’19 argued that the 
policy that requires the lights in 
Juniors’ rooms to be turned off 
by 11:00 p.m. every school night 
is flawed. Chang cited the similar 
workload to upperclassmen that 
many Juniors experience and 
the desire to devote more time 
to studying as reasons to abolish 
the policy. As I read Chang’s ar-
ticle, I sympathized with her di-
lemma. I remember that during 
my Junior year, I was constantly 
trying to prove my academic and 
social worth, so I understand 
the urge to devote an extra hour 
to studying or to join as many 

clubs as possible. But I disagree 
with Chang’s argument; now, as 
a Lower, I greatly appreciate the 
good study and sleeping habits 
that the Junior lights-out policy 
instilled in me.

First, Chang claimed that many 
Juniors have a similar amount of 
work as do upperclassmen, both 
academically and extracurricu-
larly. She argued that these com-
mitments make it unreasonable 
to ask Juniors to complete their 
assignments before lights-out 
each night. While it is true that 
some Juniors take high level sci-
ence, math or language courses, 
most Juniors are still taking 

relatively low-level courses, as 
they are just starting high 
school. During 
their first term 
at Andover, 
all Ju-
niors 

t a k e 
t w o 
pass/fail 
c l a s s e s . 
They have 
no obligation 
to attend club 
meetings consis-
tently because they 
are not responsible 
for any, and they are 
not yet captains of 
Varsity sports or Co-
ordinators for Com-
munity Engagement 
activities. In general, 
the school makes every 
effort to ease Juniors 
gradually into our rigor-
ous academic environ-
ment.

This is not to say that 
being a Junior at Andover 
is easy. Juniors have their 
own challenges to over-
come: most are living away 
from home for the first time 

and are simultaneously strug-
gling to transition into an 

incredibly challenging 
school. These are 

very real diffi-
culties that 

older stu-
d e n t s 

c a n 

e a s -
i l y 

overlook 
or under-

estimate, but 
Juniors must 

understand that the 
workload only 
increases over time.

Overwhelmed by the 
abrupt shift in workload 

when coming to Andover, 
Juniors may feel as though 
an extra hour to work may 
ease the burden of their 
work, but I think that ulti-
mately, lights-out is more 
helpful than hurtful. The first 
few months at Andover are a 
learning curve. The lights-out 
policy teaches new students 
to use their time productively 
by prioritizing their commit-
ments and recognizing when 
they are not using their time 
well. Learning time manage-
ment skills and the importance 

of sleep is important for a suc-
cessful future at Andover. With 
lights-out, students are urged to 
complete their work with speed 
and efficiency, skills that will last 
them the rest of their Andover 
career.

Chang argues that the lights 
out policy “prevents some Ju-
niors from finishing their assign-
ments to the best of their ability.” 
But Juniors must consider the 
toll on their emotional and men-
tal well-being, as well as on their 
social, athletic and academic 
performance, that results if “the 
best of their ability” means stay-
ing up until 2:00 a.m. to perfect 
an essay.

Although Juniors may be roll-
ing their eyes right now, the 
lights-out policy is something 

that I, in retrospect, appreciate 
immensely. As much as I resent-
ed it at the time, that resentment 
now seems irrelevant and mis-
guided. I can now recognize that 
the lights-out policy ensured my 
academic and emotional success 
during my first year at Andover. 
And if you, like Chang, really do 
desire time management semi-
nars, advice is already offered by 
the Academic Skills Center.

Switching Off Lights-Out Complaints 

Adrienne Zhang is a two-year 
Lower from Hong Kong. 

...now, as a Lower, I 
greatly appreciate the 

good study and sleeping 
habits that the Junior 

lights-out policy instilled 
in me. 

With lights-out, students 
are urged to complete 
their work with speed 

and efficiency, skills that 
will last them the rest of 

their Andover career. 

Adrienne Zhang

e.wu/the phillipian

s.ren/the phillipian

...let us...redefine Exeter 
Geek day by removing the 

stereotypical “nerd” or 
“geek” component.
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I sit at my desk at one 
in the morning, studying 
sine, cosine and tangent 

identities. Advanced Place-
ment decomposition reactions 
and “The Aeneid” revolve con-
stantly in the back of my mind. 
Thanksgiving is as close as 
ever, but it feels so far away. 
The cumulative tests  that we 
will take during Extended Pe-
riod week are confusing to 
study for all at once.

I think that the current 
schedule should be changed to 
the first proposed schedule for 
the 2017-2018 school year. The 
first proposed schedule in-
volves seven terms with three 
classes per term. All classes 
will be about 75-90 minutes, 
although the specifics are not 
yet finalized. With this new 
schedule, students can break 
one huge task into smaller and 
easier steps. Instead of tak-
ing five classes for four terms, 
taking three classes for seven 
terms will benefit students’ fo-
cus and commitment to class-
es, allowing for a more adapt-
able course of study.

First, simply the fact that 
there would be fewer classes 
to focus on each term would 
allow students to focus more 
on the subjects that they are 
taking. Since the classes will 
be longer, teachers will have 
the opportunity to utilize class 
times to focus the course on 
classwork rather than an ex-
cessive amount of homework 
review. The amount of home-
work for each class may slight-

ly increase, but since the stu-
dent will be taking two fewer 
classes, the overall homework 
amount will not increase. The 
benefit of this, however, is 
that all of the homework and 
classes will be more connect-
ed, building on previous con-
cepts extensively. There are 
nights when I have chemistry 
problems, math worksheets, 
Latin translations and English 
essays to write. Instead of hav-

ing to switch modes frequently 
between assignments, I could 
do homework to supplement 
my knowledge of fewer sub-
jects, and it would be less over-
whelming.

Additionally, the increased 
number of terms would give 
students a fresh opportunity 
every five weeks. In the cur-
rent schedule, there are only 
three terms with ten weeks 
each. If a student does not per-
form well on a test, they will 
be stressing the entire term to 
try to make the grade up. If a 
new term started every four to 
five weeks, however, students 
would be given a chance to 
start over. 

Another benefit of the in-
creased number of terms is the 
motivation it would promote 
within students. Every end 
of the term, students are mo-
tivated by the fact that there 
are only a few weeks left be-
fore the end of the term. If we 
had seven terms, there would 
be more times in the sched-
ule to motivate students. Fur-
thermore, the fact that a set of 
grades would come out seven 
times per year would prevent 
students from beginning to 

become lazy on assignments. 
Although it may seem stress-
ful for students at first, since 
the schedule would prevent 
students from being lazy, they 
would not stress about having 
to make up old work that they 
were not able to focus on and 
didn’t finish.

We need this first proposed 
schedule that breaks every-
thing into more manageable 
chunks. When assigning major 
assignments such as research 
papers, teachers tend to break 
down the assessment into sep-
arate tasks, such as the bibliog-
raphy and the thesis. Similarly, 
we need to break classes into 
manageable chunks so that stu-
dents do not feel overwhelmed 
with the amount of courses 
they are taking every time they 
sit down to do homework. 

In Support of Seven Short Sprints
Sparky Yoo

Sparky Yoo is a new Lower from  
Newton Highlands, MA.

The recent discussion 
about the schedule 
change resulted in four 

possible schedule options 
outlined in the October 23 Is-
sue of The Phillipian. At first 
glance, each of them seems to 
have been carefully planned to 
benefit the student body. After 
reading over the four potential 
schedules multiple times and 
comparing them to the current 
schedule, however, I have to 
say that I would prefer to have 
the schedule remain the same.

I favor the current schedule 

over the new schedule options 
because the 45 minute peri-
ods are long enough to cover 
important material and short 
enough to keep students fo-
cused for the majority of class. 
While I do concede that some 
students may lose interest at 
some point during the 75 min-
ute double-periods, we can 
easily address this problem 
by requiring teachers to give 
students two minute breaks 
between lectures. Besides, 
teachers usually find some-
thing interesting or important 
to teach students during the 
extra 30 minutes, motivating 
students to pay close atten-
tion. Therefore, I don’t see a 
practical reason to implement 
a completely new schedule to 
change class length.

In addition, the number of 
classes that we are able to take 
now seems quite sufficient. We 
take basic subjects like math, 
science and English, yet we 
still get to pick electives based 
on preference.  

I feel like keeping the cur-
rent schedule would benefit 
many students. While some 
students complain about the 
homework load, most students 
have free periods that they can 
use to complete homework. I 
also feel that taking five cours-
es gives me the right amount of 
work. Granted, some students 
do take six courses, but they do 
so on their own volition. Tak-

ing six courses is not manda-
tory.

Although I recognize that 
attention span can vary from 
student to student, students 
generally pay attention in ten 
minute intervals, according to 
BBC News in a 2010 study. One 
new schedule option mentions 
cutting down each term from 
ten weeks to five and length-
ening class time from 45-75 
minute classes to 75-90 minute 
classes. Thus, I see no point in 
adding on 15 to 20 extra min-
utes per class if the majority 
of students are not going to be 
able to focus during the extra 
time. 

I also think that increas-
ing the number of terms from 
three to seven by cutting the 
term length to five weeks will 

not benefit students. Each 
term will go by so quickly, and 
students will not have enough 
time to process the topics that 
they have learned. I cannot 
imagine that students will be 
able to accomplish too much 
in five weeks, because as soon 
as a term starts, it will come 
to an end. Because having 
three terms per year does not 
seem to have caused any major 
problems for students in gen-
eral, I find it unnecessary to 
add extra terms.

I am against implementing 
the third schedule proposal 
because starting 15 minutes 
later and ending at 3 p.m. will 

not help students in any prac-
tical fashion. Most students 
need some time to get ready for 
sports, and our current sched-
ule gives students extra time 
to go back to their dorms, grab 
their things and change into 
athletic clothing for sports.

I think that keeping the cur-
rent schedule is much bet-
ter than changing it. As much 
as people dislike the current 
schedule, it also has merits 
that we have overlooked so far. 
If the new schedule changes 
are implemented, we will not 
be able to enjoy the benefits 
that our current schedule has.

If It Isn’t Broken...
Lucy Jung

When it comes to  
last minute study-
ing for Spanish tests 

or trying to balance extracur-
riculars and academics, nobody 
knows more about the time man-
agement problems that students 
face than the students them-
selves. Only the students know 
how challenging life at Andover 
can be, so as the faculty prepares 
to vote on the four potential 
schedules in December, I want to 
emphasize the fact that student 
input is invaluable.

The four proposed sched-
ules vary in many ways, such 
as the length of each class, the 
number of classes in a day and 
even the number of terms per 
year. As stated in the Strategic 
Plan, the goal of changing the 
schedule is to promote “Em-
pathy & Balance,” and each of 
these schedules is designed 
to encourage these values. In 
December, only the faculty 
members at Andover will vote 
to narrow their options down 
to the two that they think 
would benefit students the 
most. Students, on the other 
hand, ultimately have no say 
in this decision. 

Allowing only teachers to 
decide which one of the four 
schedule options will help 
students the most will be 
detrimental to the success 
of the new schedule. Try as 
they may, teachers have no 

first-hand knowledge about 
the daily challenges that the 
students face as a result of 
our schedules. Most teachers 
are involved in student life 
as coaches, house counselors 
or advisors, but even so, they 
only see the versions of their 
students that are presented 
to them: they rarely see us at 
1:00 a.m. when we still have an 
entire essay to write, and they 
don’t hear our tearful conver-
sations with parents about the 
amount of major assignments 
we have and how stressed we 
feel. Their knowledge of stu-
dent life at Andover is incred-
ibly limited. 

While teachers’ opinions 
should obviously play an im-
portant role in this decision, 
students should also be al-
lowed to identify the issues 
within our current system 
and be given the power to ad-
dress these issues. The clear 
solution to this problem is to 
include students in this de-
cision. An easy fix would be 
to organize a forum like last 
year’s School Congress on 
the schedule, which could 
be a structured conversation 
in which students and fac-
ulty are invited to discuss the 
proposed schedules together. 
Something as small as this 
would allow students to influ-
ence this decision in the way 
that we deserve.

Balancing Input

Tanvi Kanchinadam

Tanvi Kanchinadam is a Junior 
from Plainsboro,  NJ.

k.park/the phillipian

Lucy Jung is a new Lower from 
Seoul,  Korea.

s.al-mayahi/the phillipian

a.lu/the phillipian

Students speak out: proposed schedules
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By SARAH RIGAZIO

At the end of each No-
vember, Scott Hoenig, 
Instructor in Mathemat-
ics, shaves the mustache 
that he devoted the entire 
month to growing, taking 
photos as bits of his mus-
tache are shorn off and 
the skin underneath is re-
vealed. For the first time 
in a month, he is able to 
feel the breeze along his 
upper lip. 

Hoenig is a member of 
the PA-Stacios, the first 
team at Andover devoted 
to Movember, a month in 
which males around the 
world grow out mustaches 
in support of men’s health. 

PA-Stacios started in 
2012 under the leadership 
of Hoenig and Mark Cut-
ler, Instructor in Span-
ish. The team, which has 
evolved over the past four 
years, now boasts 16 mem-
bers, all of which are are 
committed to growing 
the best mustaches they 
can this month to support 
men’s health.

The PA-Stacios are 
part of an international 
organization called the 
Movember Foundation. 
The Movember Founda-
tion donates more than 
650 million dollars to over 
1,000 international pro-
grams aimed at treating 
prostate cancer, testicular 
cancer, mental health and 
physical inactivity in men, 
according the Movember 
Foundation website.

The goal for the PA-
Stacios is both to raise 
money for the Movem-
ber Foundation and to 
raise awareness for men’s 
health within the Andover 
community. 

Cutler said, “When 

you’re part of a team, 
there’s the added ben-
efit of being able to raise 
money and awareness for 
men’s health—supporting 
public messaging and re-
search for prostate cancer, 
mental health, obesity, etc. 
That’s the most important 
aspect of Movember, in my 
opinion.”

“One thing I like is that 
Movember helps get men 
talking about health is-
sues – sometimes it seems 
like men shouldn’t talk 
about stuff like that – es-
pecially mental health is-
sues – but it’s so important 
to create an environment 
where men do feel com-
fortable talking about it,” 
said Hoenig.

Hoenig was first asked 
to participate in Movem-
ber in 2011 by his college 
friend who lived in Bor-
deaux, France. Before 
starting PA-Stacios, Hoe-
nig was part of the Bor-
deaux Mustache Factory, 
another team who also 
engaged in Movember. 
Though Hoenig was not 
living in France, he stayed 
connected to his team 
through the Movember 
website and through Face-
book.

Hoenig said, “Since I 
was the only faculty mem-
ber on campus growing a 
mustache from scratch, I 
got a lot of questions and 
a lot of odd looks. Several 
colleagues and friends 
said they’d like to do it the 
next year, and that’s how 
the PA-Stacios got start-
ed.”

Over the years, Hoenig 
and Cutler have enlisted 
the help of others inter-
ested in the cause around 

campus, including Donald 
Slater, Instructor in His-
tory and Social Science. 

“I am a huge hockey 

fan and was first intro-
duced to Movember while 
watching a Boston Bru-
ins game years ago. I was 
accustomed to playoff 
beards, but was at first 
confused by the mid-sea-
son mustache,” said Slater. 

Encouraged by Cutler 
and Hoenig to join the PA-
Stacios in 2012, Slater has 
been an avid participant 
ever since.

 “Camaraderie and a 
good cause drive my par-
ticipation in Movember,” 
said Slater. “Certainly the 

most enjoyable part of 
Movember is participating 
in the event with a bunch 

of great guys at Andover 
and comparing mustache 
progress at meetings, 
Commons and on campus 
pathways.” 

The members of the 
PA-Stacios affectionately 
refer to one another as 
Mo-Bros. According to 
Hoenig, members try to 
complement each other 
rather than compete for 
the most impressive mus-
tache.

“The most challenging 
part is rocking the mus-
tache itself. Truth be told, 

I think I look pretty goofy 
with a mustache,” said 
Slater.

Another member of 
the PA-Stacios is Stephen 
Silversides, Associate Di-
rector of College Counsel-
ing. Hoenig and Cutler re-
cruited Silversides to the 
team during the first year 
of PA-Stacios. Silversides 
recalls seeing Hoenig with 
a mustache five years pri-
or to the formation of the 
team, a memory that inter-
ested him in the cause. 

“It certainly piqued my 
curiosity as I knew noth-
ing about Movember at 
the time. After learning 
more about the movement, 
I committed to growing a 
mustache every year as a 
means of supporting the 
cause,” said Silversides. 

Part of the PA-Stacios 
pledge is to participate 
with full effort in grow-
ing the best mustache pos-
sible; no beards or goatees 
are allowed. During Mo-
vember, participants are 
permitted to groom their 
mustaches – while some 
men use wax, Hoenig uses 
shampoo – he has not got-
ten into the fine art of 
waxing, he said.

“It’s itchy when you 
grow it from scratch and 
it takes longer to shave in 
the morning,” said Hoe-
nig. “Movember is of-
ficially just during the 
month of November, but 

I typically keep my mus-
tache through mid-to-late 
December.  Once you put 
that much time and effort 
into growing it, it’s tough 
to let it go.” 

Rather than feeling 
worried about how his 
mustache will look on 
him, Silversides seems to 
be more concerned with 
how his mustache will be 
styled. 

“Every year, I hope my 
hair follicles will enable 
me to grow an epic mus-
tache, the likes of those 
sported by Clark Gable, 
Rollie Fingers or Tom Sell-
eck. I would also settle for 
upper lip stylings of Ron 
Burgundy or The Monop-
oly Man,” said Silversides.

Members of the PA-
Stacios gather at the end 
of every November to 
commemorate their par-
ticipation in the Movem-
ber challenge. Their cel-
ebration is accompanied 
by multiple boxes of pizza; 
the events of the night all 
leading up to the grand 
election for the “Man of 
Movember,” the one mem-
ber of the team displaying 
the best mustache. 

“It’s been a great way 
to get to know colleagues 
in a different way, to raise 
some money for a good 
cause and to have fun 
looking a little ridiculous,” 
said Hoenig.

J.WOLFE/THE PHILLIPIAN

Hoenig created PA-Stacios with Cutler in 2012.

COURTESY OF DONALD SLATER

The PA-Stacios pledge every November to grow the best mustache possible.
COURTESY OF MARK CUTLER

Mark Cutler, Instructor in Spanish, Scott Hoenig, Instructor in Math and Stephen 
Silversides, Associate Director of College Counseling pose with their mustaches. 

PA-Stacios Grow Mustaches 
To Raise Awareness for Men’s Health

One of Savino’s long-
term goals as the new Di-
rector is to bring greater 
awareness to current stu-
dents and faculty about 
Andover’s alumni net-
work, as well as strength-
en the existing relation-
ship between the school 
and its alumni.

“I would love for stu-
dents and faculty to feel 
a direct connection or the 
ability to connect with 
alumni,” Savino said. 
“You don’t have to be an 
alumnus to connect with 
the alumni community.”

Furthermore, Savino 
hopes that stronger alum-
ni connections and com-

munities will be formed 
and that more alumni 
will share their person-
al Andover stories with 
each other.

“I am looking forward 
to working on a strat-
egy that promotes life-
time engagement for our 
alumni. This entails ex-
panding the connections 
across our alumni [net-
work] with different pro-
grams at different points 
in their adult life… with 
these treasured partner-
ships, we will develop a 
program that connects 
the students to alumni, 
alumni to alumni and 
alumni to the school,” 
wrote Savino in an email 
to The Phillipian.

Jennifer Savino 
Appointed Director of 
Alumni Engagement

Cont. from A1, Col. 6

“We were both on the 
executive board of the 
Brace Center for pretty 
much all the years we 
weren’t directing it. At 
this point, that would be 
around 10-12 years,” said 
Rotundo.

Dalton arrived in 1980 
and began her work as-
sisting the recruitment of 
new faculty and achiev-
ing the school’s goal of 
equal gender representa-
tion.

“It was largely a boys 
school that merged with 
Abbot Academy. So in the 
70s, there were a lot of is-
sues people had to work 
on in terms of girls’ bath-
rooms, overt sexism and 
spirit in terms of what 
kind of school we wanted 
to create… There were a 
lot of equity and inclusion 
issues that had to be ad-
dressed,” said Dalton.

Dalton described how 
shortly after merging 
with Abbot Academy in 
the 1970s, 60 percent of 
the student population 
was male and only 40 per-
cent was female. The fac-
ulty was 75 percent male 
and 25 percent female. 

“I spoke with the 

trustees about why it was 
important to change the 
composition of the stu-
dent body so that it was 
closer to equal… I helped 
to push the school to fire 
faculty who sexually ha-
rassed students… I lob-
bied the Head of School to 
do more hiring of women 
faculty,” said Dalton. 

In addition to work-
ing with the trustees 
and the Head of School, 
Dalton worked closely 
with students to help em-
power women leaders. To 
do this, she collaborat-
ed with Rebecca Sykes, 
the 2014 recipient of the 
McKeen Award and An-
dover’s former Associate 
Head of School.

“I assisted [Rebecca 
Sykes] in her guidance 
of the Girls’ Leader-
ship Project. We worked 
with a really outstanding 
group of girls thinking 
about running for office 
on campus and trying for 
different kinds of lead-
ership roles and taking 
themselves seriously,” 
said Dalton.

Alongside Dalton, Ro-
tundo was involved in 
the establishment and 
improvement of CAMD 
at Andover. He worked 
closely with members of 
the school community to 
discuss gender in com-
bination with race, class 
and sexual orientation. 

“I worked on an edu-
cational program for the 
faculty about transgender 
[issues]… I worked with 
groups of boys and male 
faculty, trying to im-
prove the climate of gen-
der from the direction of 
male students and teach-
ers,” said Rotundo.

Outside his work at 
Andover, Rotundo stud-
ied the history of gender 
in great depth, compil-
ing his research into his 
book, “American Man-
hood: Transitions in Mas-
culinity from the Revolu-
tion to the Modern Era.”

“My academic work 
was about [the] history 
of manhood, particularly 
white manhood in the 
United States. I helped 
to create what is now 
considered a significant 
subfield of history and 
in particular, gender his-
tory,” said Rotundo. 

Dalton and Rotundo’s 
work has been significant 
within the Andover com-
munity, igniting numer-
ous conversations sur-
rounding sexuality and 
gender roles.

“There is a much 
greater awareness of 
gender issues and how 
they affects our female 
students, our male stu-
dents, our transgender 
students, even our faculty 
as well… There’s also a 
much greater awareness 
of the intersection of gen-
der with race, class [and] 
sexuality,” said Rotundo. 

“Finally, we have a 
lot of really good courses 
that deal with gender… 
I think a whole lot more 
people are discussing 
gender so we are delight-
ed that it has turned out 
this way because it could 
have gone backward,” 
said Dalton.

Despite the positive 
changes that have been 
made in the Andover 
community, Dalton and 
Rotundo believe there is 
still room for improve-
ment. 

“I think we need to 
do a lot of work about 
sexual decision mak-
ing and hook-up culture; 
there is a lot of pressure 
to be sexually active be-
fore kids are really ready. 
I [also] think people still 
have the male model as 
the model of leadership… 
I think a lot of kids are 
very traditional in their 
attitudes towards gen-
der,” said Dalton. 

“There is a percentage 
of the faculty who might 
not have ever thought 
about gender. This is an 

issue because there are a 
variety of kids on campus 
who think about gender 
a lot and are either try-
ing to come to terms with 
their sexual identities 
or questioning very tra-
ditional pressures,” said 
Rotundo. 

Rotundo started his 
teaching career here at 
Andover in 1981 and re-
tired in 2014. Dalton is 
soon to follow in his foot-
steps; having taught here 
since 1980. She plans to 
retire at the end of this 
academic year.

“They are academic 
giants, and they were 
bringing particular kinds 
of expertise to the school. 
I worry about what kind 
of institutional memory 
is lost when these two 
leave…They are scholars, 
they are friends, they are 
intellectuals. It’s a great 
loss,” said Tasha Haw-
thorne, Instructor in 
English and Co-Director 
of the Brace Center, in an 
interview with The Phil-
lipian.

Dalton and Rotundo 
will be presented their 
award on Friday, Novem-
ber 13 in Davis Hall on 
the Abbot campus.

McKeen Award Given To 
Dalton and Rotundo For 

Their Work on Gender Equality 

Cont.  from A1, Col. 2
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Kathleen Dalton, 
Instructor in History and 
Social Sciences
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As summer drew to 
a close and students be-
gan planning for Fall 
Term, Teaching Fellows 
also began preparing for 
their year at Andover. For 
many fellows, this would 
be their first experience 
teaching at a boarding 
school. Just as systems 
are in place for support-
ing new students who feel 
nervous about beginning 
their Andover career, 
Teaching Fellows are 
aided in their transition 
to Andover by an orienta-
tion program developed 
by the Dean of Faculty’s 
Office.

Teaching Fellow ori-
entation lasts several days 
and includes seminars, 
meetings and discus-
sions aimed at preparing 

fellows to be involved in 
the Andover community. 
In these seminars, teach-
ing fellows are trained on 
subjects such as syllabi 
planning and student di-
versity.

“I remember we had 
one event where we could 
just sit down and discuss 
syllabus and designing 
syllabi, and work within 
our department groups 
so that we could share 
ideas and figure out what 
it meant to plan a class… 
It was super useful for 
teaching fellows espe-
cially, because for a lot 
of us, it’s our first time 
teaching, and that discus-
sion on the classroom re-
ally helped,” said Andrea 
Acosta, Teaching Fellow 
in English.

Teaching fellows are 
also assigned a depart-
ment mentor with whom 
they can meet to discuss 
questions about their 
coursework. Although 
some fellows have offi-
cial meetings with their 
mentors every few weeks, 
many others see their 
mentors on a daily basis. 
The frequency of their 
meetings varies from pair 
to pair.

“[My mentor, Peter 
Watt, Instructor in Phys-
ics, and I], our desks are 
right next to each other, 
so we talk to each other 
a lot… I bounce ideas off 
of him, see how he does 
certain lesson plans and 
use it as a guide… It’s a re-
ally nice feeling to talk to 
[Watt]. He’s been teach-

ing Physics 400 for like 30 
years, so he really knows 
what he’s doing,” said 
John Tortorello, Teach-
ing Fellow in Physics.

In addition, Yasmine 
Allen, Instructor in Span-
ish, leads weekly semi-
nars each Thursday for 
the teaching fellows. 
These meetings offer 
teaching fellows the op-
portunity to share their 
problems and concerns 
with each other. 

“Every week, [the 
teaching fellow seminars] 
usually range. There’s 
a range of topics from 
technology in classrooms 
to the attitude that you 
should convince your stu-
dents to have,” said Alex 
Djamoos, Teaching Fel-
low in Russian.

“I think that the week 
by week structure of [the 
seminars] makes sure that 
we’re supported and that 
if there’s any problems, 
then they’re addressed. 
If there’s something you 
can’t bring up with your 
mentor or is unrelated 
to your class [and] more 
related to your dorm, 
they have structures in 
place for those concerns 
to be raised and then ad-
dressed,” said Acosta. 

As recent college grad-
uates, teaching fellows 
had to adjust to life as a 
teacher for the first time, 
which includes a full 
schedule of new commit-
ments.

“For me it was prob-
ably just that it was the 
first year out of college, 
first year not as a student. 
I don’t really think it 
would matter what my job 
would be. It was different 
and it was harder in many 
ways because you don’t 
live on a campus full of all 
your friends and… you’re 
more independent,” said 
Tortorello.

“Two things [were dif-
ficult to adjust to]. The 
first thing was buildings 
not having [air condition-
ing], and it was hot! I just 

moved here from Texas, 
so it was kind of weird 
for me not to have AC in 
buildings. Also, having 
a very full schedule… all 
these things happening. 
My head is always full 
with what I’m going to 
do,” said Djamoos.

Despite the difficulty 
of their sudden immer-
sion into campus life, 
Acosta says that she, as a 
teaching fellow, is treated 
as an equal by more expe-
rienced faculty members 
in the workplace. 

“The English Depart-
ment is very conscien-
tious about treating ev-
erybody – new faculty, 
old faculty, teaching fel-
lows – as equals in fac-
ulty spaces… It is very 
apparent that they really 
want our opinions and 
our voices, because even 
though we’re younger and 
less experienced, we have 
the most recent scholar-
ship and the most recent 
sense of how English is 
being taught at a univer-
sity level right now,” said 
Acosta.

“They affirm time and 
time again that we are 
important and valuable, 
and should speak up to 
offer our opinions. I’ve 
never found any problems 
with that,” she continued. 

Teaching Fellows Supported By 
Faculty Members Through 

Orientation and Weekly Seminars

By CECE VIEIRA AND 
MYERS HOGAN
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TWEETS OF THE TRADE

STAFF REPORT

This Week’s World News 
In 140 Characters

The student cast of 
Hairspray also welcomed 
the trustees with a per-
formance of “You Can’t 
Stop the Beat” on Friday 
evening’s dinner, setting 
the stage for a night of 
celebration and appre-
ciation. Board President 
Peter Currie ’74 opened 
the evening by commem-
orating former president 
David Underwood ’54 
and Donna Brace Ogilvie 
’30, founder of the Brace 
Center for Gender Stud-
ies, two esteemed bene-
factors of Andover who 
recently passed away. 
Currie also honored Dan 
Cunningham ’67, who 
recently concluded 15 
years as a charter trustee. 
Cunningham’s work as a 
board member focused 
most notably on finan-
cial aid, according to the 
press release.

The evening closed 

with a brief award cer-
emony, during which Pat 
Farrell, Dean of Faculty, 
thanked the faculty re-
cipients for their teaching 
and devotion to Andover.

“We know that you 
stand for and you repre-
sent so many great in-
structors and so many 
great role models here on 
this faculty,” said Head 
of School John Palfrey at 
the dinner.

Several positions were 
awarded during the week-
end: the Donna Brace 
Ogilvie II Teaching Foun-
dation to Elizabeth Aure-
den, Instructor in Music; 
the Harkness Instruc-
torship to Nikki Cleare, 
Instructor in Math, Sta-
tistics and Computer Sci-
ence; the Class of 1946 
Teaching Foundation to 
Jerry Hagler, Instructor 
in Biology; and the Harris 
Family Instructorship to 
Thomas Kane, Instructor 
in English. 

Trustees Commemorate 
Former Board Members 

Upon coming to Ando-
ver, Skyler Sallick ’17 was 
amazed by the wide vari-
ety of discussions about 
beliefs and cultures on 
campus. Witnessing this 
dialogue inspired Sal-
lick to bring “KidSpirit,” a 
magazine and website fo-
cusing on issues related to 
race, gender and religion, 
to Andover this year.

With satellite editorial 
boards in New Zealand, 
Pakistan, India, Maryland, 
California and New York, 
“KidSpirit” allows young 
people to explore topics 
pertaining to spiritual de-
velopment from a variety 
of perspectives, according 
to the publication’s web-
site.

Sallick said, “[‘KidSpir-
it’] creates this inclusive 
forum for people between 
the ages of 11 and 17 to talk 
about life’s big questions 
and to explore spiritual de-
velopment in some ways… 
it’s very much personal ex-
perience [because] you’re 
writing about making con-
nections with what hap-
pens in your life and what 
happens in other people’s 
lives,” 

Sallick first found out 
about “KidSpirit” from her 
brother, Greer Sallick ’14, 
who was on the board of 
“KidSpirit” at his middle 
school. Through discus-
sions with her brother, 
she became increasingly 
aware of the wide vari-
ety of issues that students 
around the world face.

“Once I figured out 
that what we were talk-
ing about on campus was 
something that was simi-
lar to what ‘KidSpirit’ was 
talking about, and they 
kind of went really well to-
gether, I reached out to the 
founding editor,” said Sky-
ler Sallick.

Sallick believes that 
“KidSpirit” will encour-
age students to open up 
and talk about issues both 
within and without the 
Andover community.

“We [still] have a lot of 
different things that we 
can talk about with ‘Kid-
Spirit’ that really, with An-
dover, we don’t really talk 
about… for example, a few 
weeks ago I was at a con-
ference and we did a panel 
and talked about… why it’s 
important to be involved 
in discussions about in-
tercourse, which is some-
thing we don’t really talk 
about around campus,” 
Skyler Sallick said.

In addition, Sallick 
also hopes that the global 
nature of “KidSpirit” will 

offer Andover students a 
wider range of perspec-
tives: in the last issue 
alone, the publication’s 
writers hailed from over 15 
different countries.

“What we talk about is 
different than most of the 
world because ‘KidSpirit’ 
is so global and so inclu-
sive so that there’s all these 
different perspectives that 
you wouldn’t otherwise 
see because of the Andover 
bubble issue,” she said.

As both the ambassador 
for the club and an editor 
for the magazine on cam-
pus, Sallick helps with the 
organization of everyone’s 
articles, plans the month-
ly meetings and reads 
through the articles be-
fore they are submitted to 
the magazine. When sug-
gested themes are brought 
to the main editorial board 
stationed in New York for 
consideration and are later 
approved, the club at An-
dover writes about how 
the issue relates to prob-
lems on campus as well.

So far, Andover’s 
branch of “KidSpirit” has 
contributed several ar-
ticles to the magazine and 
two of the articles have 
been published in “The 
Huffington Post,” Sallick 
said.

“I think that what we 
have going so far is really 
working. It’s giving stu-
dents voices in something 
bigger than just Andover,” 
she said.

Sallick said that more 
Andover students will be-
come involved and provide 
new opinions and beliefs 
for “KidSpirit.”

“I think that’s some-
thing special that Andover 
can contribute to the mag-
azine: the fact that we do 
talk every day and we are 
having all of these open 
conversations as a high 
school community… We 
can give a little something 
extra to the things that we 
write,” she added.

‘KidSpirit’ to Provoke 
Discussion on Sensitive 
Topics around Campus
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One course that Abbot 
found particularly useful 
was the United States his-
tory class he took as a Senior 
with Miles Malone, former 
Instructor in History.

“If you take a look at 
[United States] history, in 
some depth, perhaps some-
times contemporary events 
don’t seem so unusual when 
you realize that the coun-

try’s been functioning under 
the same, essentially, federal 
system. The study of it helps 
[me] understand contempo-
rary events,” said Abbot.

Abbot also touched upon 
the meaning of two of An-
dover’s mottos,“finis origine 
pendet” and Non Sibi.

“[Finis origine pendet] 
basically says to me that the 
end depends on the begin-

ning, and what I think that 
means is that if you had the 
good fortune to be a student 
at Andover, you’re going to 
have the opportunity for the 
good start that will deter-
mine the good ending,” said 
Abbot.

Speaking to the Ando-
ver community, Abbot ex-
pressed his opinion on how 
the nation reaches out to 
veterans in need outside of 
Veteran’s Day.

“You might ask, ‘How 
might the country be doing 
for veterans for the other 
364 days of the year?’ And 
actually, I think that the 
country is doing better,” said 
Abbot. “[For veterans] there 
are scars that still exist. But 
I see an enormous outpour-
ing for veterans in the coun-
try. There are major efforts 
in many places [to] find em-
ployment for veterans and 
mentor them to achieve the 
skills that they need to enter 

the workforce.”
Despite the progress the 

United States has made as a 
whole, however, Abbot still 
believes that there is a lot 
more work to be done. 

“There are statistics that 
are less encouraging. For 
instance, the suicide rate 
among veterans is higher 
than… the national average,” 
said Abbot.

Abbot also emphasized 
his work in the Navy Marine 
Corporation Relief Society 
(NMCRS). The NMCRS 
provides nurses who make 
home visits to wounded and 
injured veterans. 

“I think, as many of you 
know, some of the problems 
veterans experience after 
combat are latent… We fol-
low these wounded marines 
and sailors until they tell us 
that they don’t need us any-
more,” said Abbot.

Every year since 2009, 
the Andover community and 
the Andover in the Military 
Committee has held a Veter-
an’s Day dinner to remember 
the veterans that served the 
country and to stimulate dis-
cussions about the military’s 
history and mission as well 
as their activities. 

“We all learned about 
Non Sibi when we were at 
this school. And, being part 
of our bloodline, we gradu-
ated and moved [on] to other 
schools and other pursuits, 
but that Non Sibi spirit re-
mained with us... the mili-
tary service that most of us 
went into is the definition 
of Non Sibi on a daily basis,” 
said Charles Dean ’79, the 
Chair of Andover and the 
Military, in an interview 
with The Phillipian.

Other speakers for the 
event included Laurie Cof-
fey ’95 and Jim Connelly ’82.

In the spirit of commem-
orating veterans, Andover 
also plans to memorialize 
the 700 Andover alumni 
who fought in the Civil War.

“The timing is right for 
us to figure this out... We had 
begun a conversation this 
spring [and] we look forward 
to engaging you all students 
and faculty in a conversation 
about how best to do that,” 
said Head of School John 
Palfrey during the Veterans 
Day dinner.

Next Monday, there will 
be a recognition ceremony 
on campus for Tom Hudner 
’43, who was awarded the 

Medal of Honor for his ser-
vice in the Korean War. 

Cupcakes

During dinner, 1000 cup-
cakes were frosted in red, 
white and blue icing and ar-
ranged in the shape of a flag 
of the United States to cel-
ebrate Veterans Day. These 
cupcakes were displayed in 
Paresky Commons and were 
made available to the Ando-
ver community.

“Hall of Names”

Names of faculty and 
staff who are veterans were 
displayed on the LED screen 
in Paresky Commons as a 
display of gratitude. There 
are 20 names in all.

Card Writing 
Extravaganza

During dinner, students 
and faculty were encour-
aged to send a quick mes-
sage to Alexandra Bell ’13 
and Taylor Perkins ’12, two 
Andover alumni currently 
enrolled atin military acad-
emies.

Andover Observes Veterans Day With Program Featuring Steve Abbot ’62

Community Engagement 
Office Host First Open House

 Introducing Attendees to Programs

As music echoed around 
the Mural Room, members 
of the Andover community 
walked among tables lined 
with poster boards display-
ing various Community En-
gagement programs. Held 
on Tuesday evening, the 
Community Engagement 
Office held their first open 
house that introduced at-
tendees to all 32 organiza-
tions affiliated with the of-
fice. 

Each individual pro-
gram, including The Boys 
and Girls Club, the Mas-
sachusetts Society for the 
Prevention of Cruelty to 
Animals and Pen Pals, fea-
tured posters describing 
their program activities at 
their respective tables. In 
addition, student communi-
ty engagement coordinators 
stood at their designated 
program tables to answer 
questions and share person-
al experiences.

“I think community en-
gagement is just so different 
from any other interaction 
that you can have at Ando-
ver… You’re getting to work 
and learn with a bunch of 
different people and I think 
that’s a really great experi-
ence that Andover offers. 
And it’s just another way 
to learn,” said Lizzie McG-
onagle ’16, a coordinator of 
Bread Loaf Writing Work-
shop and Pen Pals.

In hopes of increasing 
awareness of existing Com-
munity Engagement pro-
grams offered to students 
on campus, the open house 
was an opportunity for stu-
dents to learn about new 
programs in which they 

might be interested.
“We have 32 programs 

that meet on a weekly basis 
with hundreds and hun-
dreds of students. We just 
wanted to share what our 
students are doing every 
week with our community 
partners, both to students 
and faculty as well… we just 
want students to see that it 
is possible to fit [commu-
nity engagement programs] 
into [their] very busy lives,” 
said Monique Cueto-Potts, 
Director of Community En-
gagement.

The decision to hold 
the open house came after 
the department changed 
its name from the Office of 
Community Service to the 
Office of Community En-
gagement over the summer. 
Along with the new name 
change, the Office of Com-
munity Engagement plans 
to focus on promoting edu-
cation regarding the impor-
tance of engaging a commu-
nity.

“We wanted to think 
of the work that we’re do-
ing less as service – some-
thing we’re going to do to 
other people – and more 
about engagement where 
we’re learning… from other 
people as they are learning 
from us… It’s more about 
working with each other 
than us going and bestow-
ing our goodness upon oth-
ers,” said Cueto-Potts.

McGonagle feels the of-
fice name change is an at-
tempt to create a bigger and 
more inclusive Community 
Engagement presence on 
campus. 

“I think a lot of what the 
office does is think about 
campus outreach and how 
we can work with other 
places – not necessarily 

work [with] other places as 
a service but work with 
them in [a way where] we’re 
trying to collaborate and 
learn something from the 
people,” said McGonagle. 

“We want to feel like 
we’re not going into com-
munities to help them or 
serve them, but rather to 
engage with them and 
learn from them ourselves,” 
added Jenny Huang ’16, a 
coordinator of the Youth 
Development Organization 
Acting program.

According to Julia How-
ard, Fellow in Community 
Engagement, the Commu-
nity Engagement Office 
also hopes to make their 
office, currently located in 
the basement of the chapel, 
more visible and available 
for students on campus. 

“[Something] that we’re 
working on this year is to 
make our office more visible 
on campus because we do 
all these fantastic programs 
and so many students par-
ticipate in them every year… 
hopefully [this open house] 
will bring these programs 
more to life for everyone in 
the community,” said How-
ard.

The Community En-
gagement Office believes 
that the posters, quotes and 
pictures at the open house 
effectively showcased the 
different programs on cam-
pus.

“The posters [at the open 
house were] a good demon-
stration of the school’s com-
munity [engagement],” said 
Warren Christopher ’18, an 
attendee of the event. “The 
Andover Bread Loaf Society 
is doing some great work… 
I would like to join the ser-
vice in the future.”

By JB LIM AND 
NICHOLAS TOLDAGAGI
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Caroline Yun ’18 and Anna Faliero ’18 learn about the Project Voice/ESL program.

Dale Hurley, a veteran, helps carry the flag.
T.RYNNE/THE PHILLIPIAN

Students carry the United States flag across Main Street.
T.RYNNE/THE PHILLIPIAN

Daphné Gatte ’16 pre-
pares herself a cup of Tazo 
Earl Grey tea every morn-
ing. She allows herself one 
caffeinated drink per day, 
usually before 2:00 p.m., 
but she said she consumes 
herbal tea as a replace-
ment. Her mindful con-
sumption of caffeine is one 
of the things that she cites 
as a reason for her victory 
in Head of School John 
Palfrey’s sleep challenge.

Palfrey issued his sleep 
challenge for the entire 
month of October as a 
means of encouraging stu-
dents to think about the 
amount of sleep they typi-
cally get.

“Can you get more 
sleep than I do? You are 
challenged: for the month 
of October, log your night-
ly sleep using any form of 
tracking — on a gadget or 
on a plain sheet of paper, it 
doesn’t matter. The honor 
system governs. I will also 
track my amount of sleep 
on a daily basis,” wrote 
Palfrey in an email to the 
student body.

Gatte averaged 11 hours 
and 10 minutes of sleep per 
night, earning her the title 
as the student who logged 
the most hours of sleep. Al-
though Gatte felt as if she 
was not qualified to com-
pete due to the fact that 
she spent a week in Isham 
and a few days at Law-
rence General Hospital, 
Gatte typically tries to go 
to bed every night by 10pm 
and wakes up before 9am. 

“I am a sleeping person. 

I go to sleep at 10, I have 
first free and I sleep as 
late as I can. I really think 
that my mood and my pro-
ductivity is linked to the 
amount of sleep I get. I 
try to get as much sleep as 
possible but in a place like 
Andover, that’s kind of im-
possible,” said Gatte.

Gatte has a strict proto-
col before she goes to bed. 
She tries to avoid eating or 
exercising an hour before 
sleeping and turns off her 
devices 15 minutes prior to 
settling down in bed.

“I read and I like writ-
ing Chinese characters 
before bed because it’s a 
moment in which I can re-
lax while being efficient. 
Since you’re focusing on 
the lines, your mind is al-
ready calm and it’s less ac-
tive,” she said.

As a Post Graduate (PG) 
from France, Gatte under-
stands that not everyone 
is in her position and that 
other students may have a 
bigger workload than she 
does. According to Gatte, 
she is relieved from the 
pressure that Seniors and 
other PGs may have about 
the college application 
process because she has 
already been admitted to a 
university.

“I think that to get 
more sleep, students have 
to think that sleeping is as 
important that their aca-
demic results. It’s difficult, 
though; Students have the 
pressure of their grades 
so I can’t say that because 
I have it easy… But even if 
you’re tired during the day, 
just taking a nap helps,” 
said Gatte.

At the end of the com-
petition, Palfrey gave out 
two FitBits. As the win-
ner, Gatte won a Fitbit of 
her choice. All students 
participating in the sleep 
challenge received gift 
cards and were entered in 
a raffle for the second Fit-
Bit. Justin Muchnick ’16 
won the raffle.

“This competition just 
has to do with our empha-
sis on well-being and the 
fact that I believe that ex-
cellence in academics and 
other aspects of life can 
be consistent with getting 
enough sleep,” said Pal-
frey.

He continued, “[Get-
ting more sleep] is some-
thing I work on all the 
time. I have a very busy job 
that pulls me in lots of dif-
ferent directions, but I feel 
like I perform better in 
every way if I’ve gotten at 
least eight hours of sleep, 
so that’s my goal for [the] 
month: to get eight hours 
of better sleep.”

Sleep Challenge Winner Averages
 Eleven Hours of Sleep Every Night

By CANDY CHAN

Cont. from A1, Col. 3
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Steve Abbot ’62 spoke at the Andover and the Military 
dinner last Wedensday.

The events and characters depicted in the picture above are completely fictitious. Any resemblance to real persons or places is 
coincidental.
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After sealing off its undefeated 

regular season with a 4-1 win over 
Exeter last year, Andover Field 
Hockey looks to replicate last sea-
son’s success this Saturday. With 32 
goals to Exeter’s 16, Andover enters 
Saturday’s matchup at the tail end 
of a successful season. Andover 
currently boasts a record of 11-2-
2, compared to Exeter’s record of 
5-7-4, including five shutout losses.

The team’s objectives are to 
stay focused, play as a collec-
tive team and sustain its en-
ergy throughout the game.

Beth Krikorian ’17 said, “Our goal 
is to maintain the best energy pos-
sible throughout the entire game 
and to not fade out. We want to 
start out strong and be ready to play 
the entire 60 minutes. This year’s 

game will be similar to every year’s, 
in that anything can happen.”

Head Coach Kate Dolan said, 
“The Exeter game is always ex-
tremely competitive. Both teams 
bring a ton of energy and often 
the game comes down to the 
team that can play with the high-
est combination of enthusiasm, 
poise and aggressiveness. We 
want to keep doing the things that 
have helped us all season long 
and that is passing and moving, 
supporting one another and sim-
ply giving our very best effort.”

 Captain Kelly McCarthy ’16 
said, “If we can translate the 
amazing energy we have had at 
practices the past few weeks into 
our remaining games, I am confi-
dent that we will be successful.”

Although Andover Football 
holds the historical edge against 
Phillips Exeter Academy with 
a cumulative record of 71-54-
10, the matchup this year will 
be a closely contested clash be-
tween two evenly matched teams.

For the past two years, Ando-
ver has defeated Exeter by the 
same score of 13-12. With iden-
tical season records of 3-4 this 
year, the game between Ando-
ver and Exeter will be close. 

Co-Captain Jumaane Ford ’16 
said, “This year, I definitely think 
that it will be a close game, as both 
of our teams have equally strong 
running and passing games.”

Andover’s offense is character-
ized by its ability to make big plays.

Head Coach Leon Modeste 
said, “We’re a big play team. 

We make long touchdown 
runs, long touchdown pass-
es, and we don’t grind it out.”

Exeter’s strong passing game has 
been its key strength this year. An-
dover will be looking out for wide 
receiver JT Thompson ’16, who has 
been a key cog in Exeter’s offense. 

Although Andover is already 
eliminated from playoff con-
tention, the game against Ex-
eter will prove to be the de-
fining point of its season.

Coach Modeste said, “Every 
game against Exeter is awesome, 
and it’s always monumental. Each 
team, regardless of their records, 
enters the game feeling like it’s 
a championship. There’s noth-
ing better than beating Exeter.”

Andover will face off against 
its rival this Saturday at 3:30 p.m.

Fresh off a dominant 5-0 vic-
tory against New Hampton, An-
dover brings a 10-3-2 record into 
its annual matchup with Exeter. 
The two are slated to produce 
a thrilling contest, with Ex-
eter bringing a record of 9-5-3.

Although Andover has the 
edge in terms of its regu-
lar season record, Andover 
has made it clear that they 
are not taking Exeter lightly.

Co-Captain Alex Dziadosz ’16 
said, “The Andover/Exeter game 
is always extremely close, no mat-
ter how each team has been do-
ing earlier in the season. During 
the game, records don’t matter: 
it all comes down to the rivalry.”

Heading into the match, An-
dover looks to continue its 
technical and fluid style of play. 

Brandon Girard ’16 said, 
“Throughout the season we have 
shown that our strengths are 
when we move the ball out wide 
and attack the opposition through 
the flanks and whip crosses in.” 

While Andover is confident 
heading into the match, it has 
its work cut out for it. Exeter 
has brought in many Post-Grad-
uates (PGs) to complement its 
host of veteran players. The team 
boasts a brutally physical mid-
field, with Co-Captain Devin 
Moore ’16 and PG Kevin Gilbert 
’16 catalyzing the team’s attacks.

With an entire season of 
preparation and work leading up 
to this game, Andover looks to 
bring home the win on Saturday 
and improve its playoff seeding.

After a recent six game win-
ning streak, including a victory 
over a previously undefeated No-
ble & Greenough team, Andover 
Girls Varsity Soccer is looking 
to turn its newfound offensive 
prowess into a win against Phil-
lips Exeter Academy on Saturday. 
Co-Captains Caroline Shipley ’16 
and Jeanine Moreau ’16 will lead 
the 10-3-4 team into this histor-
ically competitive match and 
the climax of Andover’s season.

This year, Exeter has strug-
gled with a 4-11 record. An-
dover toppled Exeter in last 
year’s contest in a 3-1 victo-
ry, after a 1-1 draw in 2013. 

Not only will Andover look to 
clinch a victory over its rivals, 
but also to boost its chances at 
making the playoffs. The team 

is on the verge of qualifying for 
the New England Preparatory 
School Athletic Council (NEP-
SAC) post-season tournament 
and needs any win it can get.

Courtney Masotti ’17 said, 
“The chance we have at playoffs 
makes this game extra important. 
It’s not solely about the rivalry, 
but it’s also really important to us 
for the remainder of our season.” 

This year’s team has many 
strengths, most notably a deep 
bench, cohesiveness and a high 
soccer IQ, according to Coach Joel. 

Joel said, “We know what a big 
week this is, and we want to em-
brace it. However, we can’t lose 
focus with all the fun hype around 
us. We are battling for the win – 
and a tournament spot. We aren’t 
ready for this season to end.”

After a devastating five-set 
loss to Phillips Exeter Academy 
last year, Andover Girls Volley-
ball is hungry for revenge this 
year. Both Andover and Exeter 
have had exceptionally strong 
seasons, with records of 15-2 and 
11-1, respectively. However, sec-
ond seed Andover toppled third 
seed Exeter 3-2 earlier in the 
season for the first time in two 
years. Andover hopes to replicate 
its previous success this Satur-
day in its last game of the season.

Co-Captain Erica Shin ’16 said, 
“We’re really pumped. We beat Ex-
eter earlier this season so we know 
they’re gunning for us. It’s going 
to be an intense, exciting game.” 

The two teams met for the first 
time in late October, and Ando-
ver took the match in five very 

close sets to seal what is still Ex-
eter’s only loss of the season. 

While the team knows Exeter 
will pose a challenging threat, An-
dover is determined to give the 
Saturday game its all and hopes to 
ultimately emerge with the victory.

“My goal for the game is to 
really leave everything on the 
court,” said Shin. “It’s such a 
fast-paced game, and it’s easy to 
lose momentum after making 
a few mistakes. That’s going to 
make or break the game for us.”

Coach Beckwith added, “We 
want to play the best that we 
can, enjoy the match. No team 
wins every point; our goal is 
to win the points that we con-
trol, manage the points that Ex-
eter will likely win, and in the 
end, win more sets than Exeter.”

BOYS
SOCCER

GIRLS
SOCCER

volleyball

FOOTBALL

FIELD
HOCKEY
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Boys Cross Country 

Girls Cross Country 

Field Hockey 

Football

Boys Varsity Soccer 

Girls Varsity Soccer

Volleyball 

4- 2 - 0

5 - 0 - 0

11 - 2 - 2

3 - 4 - 0

10 - 3 - 2

10 - 3 - 4

15 - 1 - 0

Exeter Win (26 - 29) 

Exeter Win (21 - 34) 

Cushing Win (2 - 0) 

Worcester Loss (15-40) 

Kimball Union Loss (1-3); New Hampton Win (5-0)

Lawrence Academy Tie (1 - 1); Worcester Win (1-0) 

Milton Win (3 - 0) 

Sport Record Results From Previous Week

A N D O V E R  S P O R T S  A T  A  G L A N C E

In one of the most nail-bit-
ing finishes of the season, Nathan 
Goldthwaite ’18 and Colby Lapointe 
’16 bursted past four Phillips Exeter 
Academy runners in the final stretch 
of Andover’s home course to secure 
seventh and eighth place, respec-
tively, with times of 17:16 and 17:22. 
The duo’s breathtaking finish gave 
Andover the edge in a 26-29 victory, 
breaking Exeter’s five-year winning 
streak against Andover and finishing 
the team’s regular season with a re-
cord of 4-2.

Captain Ralph Skinner ’16 said, 
“[There were] huge stakes: it was 
really competitive. You know Exeter 
always has such a strong team. We 
hadn’t beaten them since 2010, so we 
knew that it was gonna be a tough 
task, but all the guys were up for it 
and gave it their all. I’m really happy 
with how the team performed.”

Although the runners from both 
teams maintained a rapid pace, it 
wasn’t until the end when the action 
really picked up. In the final stretch, 
Holden Ringer ’16 raced across the 
finish line following the first place 
Exeter runner to secure second place 
with a time of 16:37. Following Ringer 
was Henry Spritz ’19, who, in an im-
mense display of athleticism, passed 
two Exeter runners on the Great 
Lawn. His sheer determination al-
lowed him to secure third place with 
a time of 16:55.

Ringer said, “Exeter has a great 
number one. He made tremendous 
strides when his team was depleted 
of talent and was a great competitor. 
I was trying to compete with him the 
entire race. He really knew how to 
run the downhills, and I just did what 

I could to help the team.”
Spritz said, “Coach Riley told us to 

forget about our stress and just pass 
as many Exeter runners as possible 
and that’s what we did.”

Following Andover’s top two fin-
ishers, Skinner placed sixth overall 
with a time of 17:05. Goldthwaite 
and Lapointe rounded out Andover’s 
runners to clinch the victory.

Goldthwaite wrote in an email 
to The Phillipian, “Colby and I were 
shoulder to shoulder at the last mile, 
and we were both pushing each oth-
er to catch them. It was only at the 
last lawn loop that I decided I wasn’t 
going to let those guys finish before 
me.”

Additionally, Alex Emerson ’17 
had a fantastic race, achieving a new 
Personal Record (PR) with a time 
of 17:57. Right behind Emerson was 
Post-Graduate (PG) Patrick Dolan ’16 
with a time of 18:00. 

Dolan wrote in an email to The 
Phillipian, “It was really a team effort. 
Initially, everyone was a bit nervous. 
After all, we were racing Exeter, our 
nemesis. But I had trained for that 
moment my entire life. I knew that 
everything was on the line. I gave it 
my all, and I decided that it was inte-
gral that I finished strong. Although 
my time was not my personal record, 
I felt accomplished and gratified to 
be a part of the team that bested Ex-
eter for the first time in five years.”

With Andover’s regular season 
over, the team is completely focused 
on competing at Interschols. 

Goldthwaite said, “The competi-
tion [at Interschols] is pretty strong, 
but I think we’ve all trained hard 
enough that we’ll see some real con-
tention this Saturday. No one gave up 
yesterday, and I think our motivation 
and relentless drive will be key in our 
final race of the season.”

Andover prepares to finish its sea-
son on a high note at Interschols on 
November 14.

BOYSXC

Andover Edges 
Exeter In Close Victory

Anjunae Chandran 
PHILLIPIAN SPORTS WRITER

Carmen Bango ’16, Captain 
Peyton McGovern ’16 and Mi-
chaela Jones ’18 crossed the 
finish line within 22 seconds 
of each other to seal first, sec-
ond and third places against 
Phillips Exeter Academy on 
Saturday. With times of 18:10, 
18:16 and 18:32, respectively, all 
three runners set home course 
personal records (PRs). Their 
stellar performances allowed 
Andover Girls Cross Country 
to close out its undefeated 5-0 
season with a 21-34 win. 

Due to the strength of the 
Exeter team, Andover’s varsity 
pack was broken up by oppos-
ing runners for one of the first 
times this season. While Ando-
ver clinched first through third, 
it did not place another runner 
until Marina Hunt ’17 set a PR 
to finish sixth in 19:26.

Andover’s fifth runner Sharon 
Zhang ’16 said, “While we’ve 
been undefeated, going into 
this weekend’s race we knew 
that Exeter would be the tough-
est competition we’ve seen so 
far this season. They have great 
pack running and that was defi-
nitely something new for us to 
go up against. Our first pack of 
[Bango, Jones, and McGovern] 
got past their top runners, but 
their packs started splitting 
up the rest of us–[Hunt, Grace 
Rademacher ’18, and myself ]–
so I think going forward we 
can work on sticking with and 
breaking up packs that aren’t 
our own.”

Despite the tough competi-

tion, the girls had an outstand-
ing race and set multiple PRs 
due to their determination and 
strong camaraderie. 

Hunt said, “Exeter is the 
tightest pack and toughest com-
petition we’ve seen all season, 
so I think all of the PRs could 
definitely be a result of being 
pushed by the competition.”

McGovern added, “I think 
the large number of PR’s were 
a result of the fact that every-
one wanted to do the best they 
could for themselves because it 
was our last home race, but also 
for the whole team. Cross coun-
try is very much individual in 
a sense but there is always the 

overarching bond of the team 
that motivates us all.” 

As it heads into its final week 
of practice, Andover will taper 
its training to conserve energy 
for Interschols, which is the fi-
nal championship for all teams 
in the league.

Hunt said, “At this point in 
the season, the week before In-
terschols, our goal is no longer 
to train but to maintain our cur-
rent condition and stay healthy. 
This week is all about light run-
ning, getting good fuel and get-
ting enough sleep.”

Andover looks to finish its 
season with a win at Interschols 
this Saturday.

GIRLSXC

Top Four Runners PR as Girls 
Secure Undefeated Regular Season 

Sofie Brown
PHILLIPIAN SPORTS WRITER

From 25 yards out, Rolando 
Rabines ’19 slotted a lofted ball 
that curved into the bottom right 
corner to tally his first Andover 
career goal and push the lead to 
4-0 against New Hampton this 
Wednesday. Andover went on to 
win 5-0, after a 3-1 loss on Satur-
day to Kimball Union Academy, 
putting its record at 10-3-2.

Leading the way with goals 
were Co-Captain Peder Bakken 
’16, Alejandro Diaz ’16, Co-Cap-
tain Alex Dziadosz ’16, Co-Cap-
tain Brandon Girard ’16, and 
Rabines. 

Andover dominated the field 
with confidence and composure, 
possessing the ball patiently until 
it created scoring opportunities. 
This speed and control accounted 
for much of its success.

Against Kimball Union, Bak-
ken clinched Andover’s only goal 
early in the game to put the team 
ahead 1-0. Despite Andover’s 
ear;y offensive pressure, Kimball 
Union was able to come from be-
hind with three goals to win the 
match.

The result of the game was 
largely dictated by which team 
could bring the most energy, 
while playing smart.

Bakken said, “We knew that this 
game was going to be a battle, as it 
was their last home game, so we 
focused on matching their inten-
sity. We came out of the gates fast 
and dominated the other team in 
the early exchanges, but once we 
scored, our intensity dropped and 
the other team capitalized.”

Bobby Dall ’18 said, “We knew 
going into the game that it was 
going to be a tough one, seeing 
that it was their parent’s week-
end. They had hundreds of fans 
surrounding the field, which gave 
them that extra edge that helped 
them secure a victory.”

During practice this week, An-
dover concentrated on pushing 
the tempo for the full 90 minutes 
of a match. 

Post-Graduate (PG) Brad 
Schlosser ’16 said, “Defensively, 
we need to improve the way we 
respond after a defender gets beat 
and stop ball watching.”

He continued, “We also need to 
realize that once the playoffs be-
gin, everything that happened in 
the regular season is irrelevant. 
Last year’s number one team lost 
in the first round. Anything can 
happen. For some of us PGs and 
Seniors, this is our last ever game, 
so we want to give everything 
we’ve got and win the playoffs.”

Andover will look to build 
upon its recent success as it fac-
es Phillips Exeter Academy this 
Saturday in its last regular season 
game. 

Bakken said, “Exeter is going 
to be another intense game, so we 
are concentrating on keeping our 
intensity up for the full 90 min-
utes.”

BOYSSOCCER

Boys Respond To 
Loss With Five Goal Victory

Reed Findlay
PHILLIPIAN SPORTS WRITER

Trailing 1-0 in the second half 
against Lawrence Academy under 
the lights on Friday, Sarah Humes 
’16 darted past defenders on the 
left side of the field, rocketing a 
shot that nailed the crossbar. Zoe 
Oasis ’17 headed the rebound into 
the back of the net, evening the 
score at 1-1. The draw elongat-
ed Andover’s undefeated streak 
to eight games, and a win against 
Worcester Academy on Wednes-
day brought Andover’s record to 
10-3-4.

A lapse in defensive judgment 
occurred when stalwart Natalia 
Suarez ’17 was moved from her 
typical position of center back to 
the midfield. Without Suarez an-
choring the back line, Andover 
relinquished a goal early on in the 
game to put itself at a deficit. 

Although trailing, Andover 
managed to maintain its offensive 
pressure, peppering the Lawrence 
goalkeeper with shots.

Defender Nikki Dlesk ’17 said, 
“After Lawrence scored their first 
goal, we knew we had to defend 
our home turf. We knew we had 

to come out stronger in the second 
half than we had in the first. Obvi-
ously it would have been nice to get 
the win, but it was great to come 
back, and the rally of the crowd 
was what helped us through.”

The comeback effort culminated 
in the goal from Oasis. 

“My goal against Lawrence was a 
cumulative offensive effort. Sarah 
took a great shot from the outside, 
and I was just happy I was in posi-
tion to finish it when it came off the 
crossbar. Because Lawrence has a 
pretty solid defense, we all knew 
that we had to finish any chance 
that came our way, especially in-
side the eighteen,” she added. 

Following the tie, Andover 
looked to continue its streak in 
blustery conditions at Worces-
ter on Wednesday. About halfway 
through the first half, Jordy Fenton 
’17 found an opening and threaded 
a pass to Krystiana Swain ’18, who 
subsequently maneuvered past the 
last Worcester defender and struck 
the ball into the left side of the net. 
Swain scored the only goal of the 
game, securing the 1-0 win. 

Swain said, “The team has come 
together so well in these past few 
games, which is extremely exciting 
for all of us, but this is no time to be 
complacent. We still have to keep 
the momentum we have to get us 
through these playoffs.”

Andover heads into its final 
match against rival team Phillips 
Exeter Academy on Saturday with 
the hopes of maintaining its unde-
feated streak.

GIRLSSOCCER

Girls Extend Undefeated 
Streak to Eight Games

David Tsai 
PHILLIPIAN SPORTS WRITER

Andover (W)

Exeter (L)

26

29

Andover (W)

Exeter (L)

21

34

Andover

Lawrence 

1

1

Andover

Worcester

1

0

Andover

Kimball Union

1

3

Andover

New Hampton

5

0

Michaela Jones ’18 (front) and Carmen Bango ’16 (back).
R.KINDANGEN/ THE PHILLIPIAN

Andrei Dumitrescu ’18 takes on a defender.
R.KINDANGEN/THE PHILLIPIAN
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Jordy Fenton ‘17, pictured here against NMH, assisted the goal in Andover’s win over Worcester this past Wednesday.
T.RYNNE/ THE PHILLIPIAN

Photo of the Week

Forward Meghan Ward ’19 
ran toward the goal to receive 
a pass from Beth Krikorian 
’17, which Ward subsequently 
smacked into the back of the 
net to secure Andover’s first 
goal against Cushing on Satur-
day. Andover’s strong perfor-
mance was enough to capture a 
2-0 victory and bring its record 
to 11-2-2.

Ward and Hannah Cregg ’16 
scored the goals in Andover’s 
victory. After a strong start, an 
intensely played second half 
enabled the team to secure the 
win. 

“The first half against Cush-
ing we were just out of sync, not 
really connecting or finishing 
our plays. It was a completely 
different story in the second 
half.  Right from the start of 

the second half, we played with 
much greater intensity and pur-
pose. We were aggressive and 
assertive and it made all the 
difference,” wrote Head Coach 
Kate Dolan in an email to The 
Phillipian.

Ward said, “The game against 
Cushing was physically very 
tough, and we had to battle 
through. Although we came out 
slow in the first half, we really 
set the tone in the second half.”

Andover successfully took 
control of the game by adapting 
and taking advantages of Cush-
ing’s playing style.

Midfielder Charlotte Welch 
’18 said, “I thought we recog-
nized their playing style well, 
as they hit the ball as hard as 
they could and chased after 
it. And we adapted by closing 
off open gaps in the field and 
marking open spaces. They got 
only a few shots, and we had it 
in their offensive zone most of 
the time.”

 

Andover is excited to go up 
against its rival, Phillips Exeter 
Academy, this weekend in the 
final game of the regular season 
before playoffs begin.

Captain Kelly McCarthy ’16 
said, “Exeter is a huge rivalry 
and a really tough opponent. I 
am looking forward to having a 
lot of fans at the game and hav-
ing that be my last A/E with the 
field hockey team, but I think 
we are ready for it.”

“Against Exeter we want to 
play exactly like we did in the 
second half against Cushing: 
aggressive, confident, poised 
and with positive communica-
tion on the field. We are at our 
best when we support one an-
other with positive communi-
cation, when we pass and move, 
and when we all give 100 per-
cent effort,” said Dolan.

Andover looks to maintain its 
positive momentum with a win 
over Exeter before heading into 
the playoffs. 

FIELDHOCKEY

Defense Stifles Cushing In Shutout Victory 
Isabelle Beckwith 

PHILLIPIAN SPORTS WRITER

As Sydney Baumgardt ’16 
aced seven consecutive ser-
vice points, Andover Girls 
Volleyball clinched the first 
set and went on to win 3-0 
against Milton last Saturday. 
The day before, Andover 
marked a dominant 3-0 vic-
tory against Governor’s. With 
these two wins, Andover ex-
tended its undefeated streak 
to eight games and its record 
to 15-1.

Baumgardt’s impeccable 
serves in the first set com-
bined with flawless setting 
by Darcy Burnham ’18 helped 
the team sweep the set with 
an easy 25-9 victory. The vic-
tory gave Andover enough 
momentum to claim the rest 
of the game.

Co-Captain Annette Bell 
’16 said, “Darcy was a key 
player as she set the entirety 
of the game. She did a great 
job distributing the ball and 
seeing holes on the other 
team’s side.”

As Andover widened the 
lead with a 25-19 victory in the 
second set, Head Coach Clyfe 
Beckwith experimented with 
different lineups against Mil-
ton.  Evelyn Mesler ’17 said, “A 
lot of our subs played in this 
game and did really well.” 

Well-placed serves from 

Sewon Park ’17 secured the fi-
nal set 25-18 and clinched the 
3-0 victory for Andover.

Mesler said, “Skills-wise, 
we were a stronger team 
than Milton this year, which 
lead to three wins and a fairly 
short match. Milton’s stron-
gest aspect of play was their 
defense. They were really 
good at keeping the ball up af-
ter our hits.”

The day before its win 
against Milton, Andover 
cruised to a 3-0 victory against 
Governor’s. Again, Andover 
came out blazing and estab-
lished a precedent for the rest 
of the game.

Tiffany Bauman ’16 served 
seven consecutive points to 
secure a commanding lead 
in the first set, leading Ando-
ver to a 25-15 victory. In the 
second set, Andover hit a lull, 
succumbing to Governor’s 
top-spin serves. Despite the 
challenge, the team won the 
last two sets 25-15 and 25-22 
respectively.

The back-to-back victories 
over the weekend extended 
Andover’s undefeated streak 
to eight games heading into 
its matchup with Phillips Ex-
eter Academy. This weekend’s 
game will be the second time 
that Andover has played Ex-
eter this season, with Ando-
ver emerging victorious 3-2 
previously.

“Exeter’s outsides seem to 
be their biggest strength this 
season, so as a team we’re go-
ing to do all we can to neutral-
ize their hits,” said Mesler.

Andover heads north this 
weekend to continue its unde-
feated streak against Exeter.

VOLLEYBALL

Strong Start Propels 
Girls To Dominant Victory

Isabelle Bicks
PHILLIPIAN SPORTS WRITER

After scoring 15 points in the 
first half, Andover Football’s 
offense stalled in the second 
half against Worcester Acad-
emy on Saturday, and squan-
dered a narrow 15-14 halftime 
lead, eventually falling 40-15, 
which dropped Andover’s re-
cord to 3-4 ahead of its regular 
season finale against Phillips 
Exeter Academy.

The running game never 
gained momentum due to 
Worcester’s talented front 
seven. The inability to get 
anything going on the ground 
forced Andover into throw-
ing deep third down passes, 
which the team couldn’t con-
vert.

Despite the loss, Andover 
had strong individual perfor-
mances – Matt Whalen ’16 
finished the game with 101 re-
ceiving yards, while quarter-
back Robert Jones ’16 threw 
for 142 yards and two touch-
downs. 

Andover’s defense also 
struggled with the run. 
Throughout the matchup, 
the team had a difficult time 
containing Worcester’s tri-
ple-option offense, where the 
quarterback often rolled out 
of the pocket and gave himself 
three options: to pass the ball 
downfield, pitch the ball to a 
trailing running back or tuck 
the ball and run himself. This 
kind of offense presented se-

rious matchup problems for 
Andover, as it hadn’t encoun-
tered anything resembling the 
triple-option this season.

Linebacker Adam Cohen 
’18 said, “I thought that we 
could’ve done a better job 
containing their triple-option 
run. We gave them too many 
opportunities to take the side-
line for a big gain.”

Several of Andover’s young 
players made significant 
contributions to the team’s 
performance last weekend, 
which bodes well for its fu-
ture.

 Cohen recorded a sea-
son-high of 18 tackles during 
the matchup, bringing his av-
erage to a team-leading ten 
tackles per game. In addition, 
quarterback Sam Conte ’18 
found Kevin Milkowski ’18 
with a 50-yard pass late in the 
game.

No longer competing for a 
playoff berth, Andover is set-
ting its sights on its biggest 
game of the season against an 

Exeter team that is 3-4. De-
spite losing its first four games 
of the season, Exeter has re-
covered its form to win its last 
three games. 

Although Andover brings 
a three game losing streak to 
Exeter, the players know that 
their experience will help 
right the ship. Andover will 
rely heavily on its seniors for 
leadership and guidance in 
order to stay competitive on 
Saturday.

Cohen added, “We want 
the seniors to take their lead-
ership role and help us come 
back from our losing streak. As 
the game approaches, we’re 
hoping that everyone is com-
fortable with what they have 
to do, and I’m positive that the 
seniors will help prepare us 
for a victory.”

“We’re looking to go into 
Exeter, score some points and 
not allow many, and hopefully 
see an extremely rowdy cam-
pus after a win,” said Hallvard 
Lundevall ’16.

FOOTBALL

Second Half Struggles
 Lead To Blowout Loss 

Stephan Min 
STAFF WRITER 

Andover

Worcester

15

40

Andover

Milton

3

0

Andover

Cushing

2

0

Sam Conte ’18 complete his first pass of the season.
L.LUO/ THE PHILLIPIAN

Claudia Leopold ’18 spikes the ball.
R.KINDANGEN/ THE PHILLIPIAN

Charlotte Welch ’18 winds up to drive the ball down the field.
R.KINDANGEN/THE PHILLIPIAN
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intramural all stars

After landing an unlikely posi-
tion on the James Taylor Gang 
(JTG) because he was not draft-
ed by his fellow Pease House 
dorm-mates, Dustin Goldberg 
’16 sharpened his team’s defense 
with tenacious tactics and an 
excellent attitude. Goldberg’s 
highlight of the season was the 
first day on which he took a ball 
straight to the face served by his 
own foot. Because the JTG did 
not trust Goldberg to control 
the ball in any other position, he 
was relegated to a season-long 
defensive role, in which he 
developed the novel technique 
of kicking his opponents rather 
than the ball. Goldberg’s aspi-
rations for the season were to 
score at least one goal and have 
the best “sty” in the league. 
Although Goldberg netted 
zero goals in JTG’s loss-heavy 
season, he was satisfied that his 
hair was “consistently on fleek,” 
while on the pitch.

COURTESY OF YAHOO! SPORTS AND ALLY KLIONSKY

For Carson’s Cattle’s Most Valu-
able Player, Marcello Rossi ’16, 
competing in the cutthroat league 
of Intramural Soccer was a life 
changing adventure. An attacker 
equipped with fast feet, Rossi often 
immersed himself so deeply in this 
season’s games that he forgot he 
was an Andover student and not, in 
fact, a cow. When asked to reflect 
on the season, which he refuses to 
admit has come to a close, Rossi, still 
suffering from this identity crisis, 
said, “As we grew closer as a cattle, 
no one could stop our undefeated 
stampede from there.” While his 
energy and spirit often benefited 
Carson’s Cattle, Rossi took his 
team’s wins and losses so seriously 
that, when his shots missed the goal, 
as they often did, he was known to 
clench his jaw and violently slap his 
knee in frustration, expressing his 
woes in heated Italian to the Soccer 
Gods. Rossi’s passion contributed 
to some wins, many ties and a close 
loss to The Cluster Ducks in the 
semifinals.

As the Seagulls’ starting keeper, 
Andrew Pittman ’17 terrorized of-
fenses throughout the cluster soccer 
season. Despite constantly facing 
death in the form of blistering shots 
aimed at his head, Pittman remained 
resolute and seemed to save goals 
through sheer luck and enthusiasm. 
Teammate and fellow All-Star Julia 
Beckwith ’17 said, “I’d say that I truly 
don’t understand how he managed 
to save so many goals.” Perhaps this 
luck came from his trusty pair of 
Vans sneakers, which provided un-
paralleled traction on the field and 
were worn in every Seagulls victory 
this year. While he was the equiva-
lent of an impenetrable brick wall 
in the net, Pittman also possessed a 
potent hidden offensive talent. Pit-
tman said, “I scream ‘You’re a brick 
wall!’ at the opposing goalie in hopes 
[that] I jinx him and let our shot go 
in.” With this dual threat keeper at 
their helm, the Seagulls totalled a 
resounding one win in the month of 
October.

As the captain of the James Tay-
lor Gang (JTG), James Taylor 
’16 played every position on the 
field except for starter. Using 
his privilege as team captain, 
Taylor vetoed a different team 
name and dubbed the squad in 
his honor. Taylor decided to get 
involved in Intramural Soccer 
at Andover, because he was 
seeking the highest level of skill 
and competition in Andover 
Athletics. Taylor’s philosophy 
is that if his team is not up by 
six goals, they are not doing it 
right. “We didn’t win the cham-
pionship, so we didn’t meet our 
team goals, but my name was 
the team name. I count that as 
a personal achievement,” said 
Taylor. Taylor’s athletic quality 
that he is most proud of is play-
ing with the attitude of a starter 
while coming off the bench.

With his mane kept in check by 
a turquoise headband, impecca-
ble skin and eyes that have been 
known to make defenders sponta-
neously melt, Mustafa Masud ’16 
of The Bardogs has maintained 
consistent success throughout his 
short Intramural Soccer career. 
After spending his Upper year as a 
member of Junior Varsity soccer, 
Masud decided to bring his talents 
to the Intramural Soccer league. “I 
could’ve easily played on the Var-
sity level, but I instead decided to 
just tear it up in cloccer,” said Ma-
sud. Much of the swagger attribut-
ed to The Bardogs can be credited 
to Masud and the confidence he 
oozes at games every day. “Ev-
eryday I just roll up to the game 
with my music blasting and my 
trap band on, and I think that just 
inspires my teammates to just go 
out there and get the victory, with 
the six on our shoulders,” added 
Masud. The number-one seeded 
The Bardogs looks to capture a 
victory over The Cluster Ducks in 
the finals on Friday.

As a former JV2 soccer star, 
Rosie Poku ’17 felt that she 
needed to take her game to 
the next level because her raw 
talent was not being used to its 
full capacity. The only way she 
felt she could have competi-
tion and show her skill was by 
joining Intramural Soccer and 
leading her team to victory. She 
is a crucial defensive member of 
the Cluster Ducks, the second 
seed in the post-season, “I don’t 
know our exact record, but we 
win more than we lose and tie 
even more than that,” said Poku. 
As a player, she is very versa-
tile, but her strengths lie on the 
defensive end of the field. She 
is virtually a one-player wall 
for the Cluster Ducks, dazzling 
her opponents with a defensive 
game built on finesse. Along 
with her impeccable defensive 
skills, she also brings an im-
pressive offensive aspect to the 
game. “I scored once. That was 
a plus,” added Poku. 

Shoshi Wintman ’17, the goalie for 
Carson’s Cattle, was first attracted to 
Intramural Soccer because of its lack 
of emphasis on exercise. She said, 
“Honestly, I signed up because I’m 
not super athletic and didn’t want to 
have to run very much, so I thought 
[Intramural] Soccer would be a good 
fit.” Wintman certainly fulfilled 
her objective of moving as little as 
possible – always within five feet of 
the goal, she spent most of her time 
on the field gauging whether to try 
to stop shots on goal or give up and 
watch the ball hit the back of the 
net. Her favorite parts of the season 
included her team’s intimidating and 
ferocious tradition of “[huddling] 
up and [mooing] after every game.” 
In addition, Carson’s Cattle had an 
unbelievable winning streak of two 
games at the beginning of the sea-
son. “It was a really exciting time,” 
Wintman said. However, always 
striving for the tie, she is prouder of 
her team’s ability to share victory 
with its opponents. “I’m really im-
pressed with the amount of ties my 
team has had this season,” she said.

Jun Chang ’16 may be the only 
individual on his entire Intra-
mural Soccer team’s roster with 
the ability to play soccer. In 
fact, rumor has it that coaches 
have begun to raise funds for 
a clinic to treat all of Chang’s 
victims who suffer from broken 
ankles.  As a two year veteran of 
the Intramural Soccer league, 
he is hailed far beyond the 
small expanse of Rafferty Field, 
and brings invaluable experi-
ence from JV2 Soccer. Chang 
has been dubbed “The Praying 
Mantis,” as he relies on quick, 
aggressive attacks to absolutely 
embarrass his defenders. When 
reached for comment, Chang 
said, “Close your legs, mate, or 
else the ball will pass through. 
Welcome to cloccer.” His brash 
attitude has guided his team all 
the way to Friday’s final, where 
he looks to continue his domi-
nance under the lights. 

Anchoring the back line of the 
Seagulls, Julia Beckwith ’17 
was a defensive stalwart for her 
team this year. Smaller in stat-
ure, Beckwith’s main strategy 
was to outsmart and topple un-
witting larger opponents. Team-
mate Zizo Bahnasy ’17 said, 
“[She] is like an avalanche wait-
ing to crush the offense of the 
other team.” Employing the age 
old adage “the larger they are, 
the harder they fall” to great 
success, many an over-confident 
cluster soccer star were felled 
by her deceptively calculated 
tackles. Teammate and fellow 
All-Star Andrew Pittman ’17 
added, “She plays soccer like 
a game of chess, and she tends 
to outsmart people who just 
charge her.” While her team-
mates are not afraid to shower 
her with praise, Beckwith has 
much simpler goals in mind. 
Beckwith said, “I just try not to 
get hit in the face by the ball.”

Dustin Goldberg ’16 Andrew Pittman ’17 James Taylor ’16Marcello Rossi ’16

Mustafa Masud ’16 Rosie Poku ’17 Shoshi Wintman ’17 Jun Chang ’16 Julia Beckwith ’17

As the leading scorer and veter-
an on the Cluster Ducks, Cap-
tain Ben Bolduc ’16 has played 
a crucial role in the success of 
the team. Storming by all his 
defenders, Bolduc is an unstop-
pable threat on the offensive 
third of the field, often times 
capitalizing on the mistakes of 
the defenders around him. “The 
most memorable moment was in 
a recent game. The goalie of the 
opposing team went to go stop 
the ball, stepped on it, and then 
tripped and fell on the ground. 
So I just went up and kicked it 
in and laughed,” said Bolduc. 
Along with his immense leader-
ship, he also brings his unparal-
leled sense of style to the team, 
which are both equally import-
ant to the team’s success. Bolduc 
said, “I think I am able to bring 
great captainship to the team. 
My golden cleats also give our 
team superb sty.”

Ben Bolduc ’16
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Students Celebrate Diwali and Eid with 
Dinner, Dancing and Dupattas

Flickering candles lined the 
Elson Courtyard leading into the 
Underwood Room where vibrant 
dupattas, or scarves, covered the 
brick walls like tapestries. The 
aroma of traditional Indian foods, 
ranging from palak paneer, a dish 
consisting of Indian cheese in 
spinach, to jalebi, a dessert made 
by frying sugar-soaked dough, 
filled the air.

Upholding 24 years of tradi-
tion, Andover’s Indian and Paki-
stani Society (IndoPak) celebrat-
ed the holidays of Diwali and Eid 
al-Adhawith a dinner and perfor-
mances last Friday in the Under-
wood Room.

“At first, [the Diwali-Eid cele-
bration] was just small,” said Raj 
Mundra, who started the club in 
1991 and serves as the current 
faculty advisor of IndoPak. “It 
was in my apartment, and then it 
grew, and it’s grown in different 
ways in different years. But I was 
really proud of how the celebra-
tion was tonight, and it’s really 
great to see any student celebrate 
their own culture and heritage, 
but it’s especially meaningful to 
me because my heritage is Indi-
an.” 

Diwali is a Hindu Festival of 
Lights celebrating new begin-
nings and the triumph of good 
over evil and light over dark, ac-
cording to a handout provided at 
the celebration. The festival lasts 
five days and can be celebrated 
by setting off fireworks, lighting 
small candles and creating col-
orful patterns on the floor with 
colored powder or rice. Other 
religions, including Sikhism, 
Jainism and Buddhism, celebrate 
festivals of light on the same day.

Eid al-Adha is a Muslim holi-
day that falls at the end of Rama-
dan, a holy month of fasting, and 
commemorates Ibrahim’s (Abra-
ham’s) willingness to sacrifice 
his own son to to Allah (God). 
It is traditionally celebrated by 
sacrificing a sheep or goat to feed 
the poor. 

“Although celebrating com-
pletely distinct events, Diwali, 
the Hindu Festival of Lights, and 
Eid al-Adha, the Muslim holiday 
commemorating the Prophet 
Ibrahim’s devotion to God, are 
both times of great happiness for 
followers. Hindus and Muslims 
also find a sense of communi-
ty and identity across borders 
during these celebrations,” said 
Nadha Illikkal ’17, a member of 
IndoPak. 

Members of IndoPak shared 
stories about what Diwali and 
Eid meant to them. Illikkal re-
counted celebrating Eid in India 
this past year. Illikkal had been 
in Ponnani, Kerala where there 
were so many Muslim people 
that they performed morning 
prayers on the beach because it 
was the only location that could 
fit the large crowd.

“Celebrating Eid in India this 
year was particularly special for 
me, because it was the first time 
I was able to celebrate with my 
extended family, grandparents, 
cousins, and all.  It also marked 
the first time I felt part of a 
large-scale Muslim community, 
compared to the smaller Muslim 
environments in America,” said 
Illikkal.

The Diwali-Eid celebration 
also featured several perfor-
mances. The first dance of the 
night, choreographed by Sha-
ran Gill ’16, was set to a remix 
of the Dutch-born, Indian sing-
er Imran Khan’s popular song 
“Bounce Billo” and a song from 

a Bollywood film. The nine girls 
dancing all wore Indian cloth-
ing, ranging from salwar kameez, 
a traditional South Asian outfit 
consisting of loose pants and a 
long top, to anarkali, an adorned 
ankle-length dress. The cloth-
ing added visual interest to the 
shoulder pops, flowing hand 
movements and jumps that com-
prised the choreography.

“I really like how we all bond-
ed over the practices… It was a 
great way to go back to how I was 
back home because in Pakistan 
we used to dance to all the Bol-
lywood songs all the time. Doing 
it here was more special because 
you’re in a different country, but 
you’re going back to your own 
heritage and culture” said Saadi-

ya Lakhani ’17, a performer.
The dance was followed by 

a vocal performance of “Maru-
gelara” from Mihika Sridhar ’16, 
Co-Head of IndoPak. “Maru-
gelara” is a song from the Carnat-
ic music system of South India. 
Carnatic songs typically praise a 
god. Sridhar tapped her hand on 
her lap to keep the rhythm as she 
sang a capella.

Sridhar wrote in an email to 
The Phillipian, “‘Marugelara’ it-
self is essentially the composer 
addressing Lord Rama. The song 
praises his divine form in Tamil, 
a South Indian language. I like 
this song a lot because of the 
Raagam, or scale, that it’s sung 
in. It’s very lilting and beautiful.”

The final performance of the 

night came from the male mem-
bers of IndoPak. Each dancer 
performed choreography by Reu-
ben Philip ’18 and also had a solo. 
The dance was set to “Dhoom 
Again,” from “Dhoom 2,” a popu-
lar Bollywood movie.

Anjunae Chandran ’18, a per-
former, said, “[Our dance] had 
a mixture of traditional Indian 
dance moves and our own taste. 
The reason that I joined in was 
to reconnect with my heritage at 
[Andover]. I generally have been 
less connected to my Indian her-
itage while I am at [Andover], so 
doing the dance was really great.”

Editor’s Note: Sharan Gill ’16 
is an Arts and Leisure Editor for 
The Phillipian.
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Rachna Lewis ’19, Rhea Prem ’19 and Sarika Rao ’19 light candles while preparing for the Diwali 
and Eid Festival.

Chamber Music Groups 
Perform Blues and 19th 

Century Classics

As their fingers flew to hit 
each rapid note, members of a 
student string quartet contin-
ued playing Felix Mendelssohn’s 
“String  Quartet No. 3 in D Major, 
Op. 44, No. 1.” The main violin 
melody featured fast, high notes 
that reached a climax before drop-
ping into a steady rhythm. Two 
violin parts initiated the melody, 
before the viola and cello joined 
in to create a rich, full sound that 
culminated in three synchronized 
final notes.

Mendelssohn’s  “String Quar-
tet” was one of the pieces per-
formed at the Andover Chamber 
Music Concert this past Saturday 
in the Timken Room in Graves 
Hall. A chamber music group is a 
group of three to five musicians 
advised by a faculty member.

Jacques Ibert’s “Cinq Pièces 
en Trio” was another composition 
performed in the concert. The 
piece started with elongated notes 
and short oboe trills. The clarinet, 
bassoon and oboe abruptly began 
to play a series of short, upbeat 
notes before slowing the tempo 
to play a more sorrowful melody. 
The piece ended on a series of 
lengthy notes that the instruments 
played in unison.

“[‘Cinq Pièces en Trio’ has] a 
lot of rhythmic contrast between 
the parts because it’s a trio… [the 
piece] has a really interesting way 
of taking contrasting rhythms and 
making it sound cohesive. [‘Cinq 

Pièces en Trio’] is not necessarily 
a piece with substance, but I think 
the main objective is that it’s a 
fun little piece that’s meant to be 
played with friends,” said Kaitlin 
Kan ’18, an oboist.

Another piece performed was 
Frank Bridge’s “Miniatures for 
Piano Trio.” Low piano chords ac-
companied a fluid, powerful cello 
melody in the melancholy song. 
After a few moments, the violin 
joined in and mimicked the cello’s 
melody before ending the piece on 
one deep, drawn-out note played 
by all of the instruments.

“Piano sometimes seems like a 
very individual thing, so it was [a] 
nice [feeling], working as a team,” 
said Yifei Wu ’17, a pianist. “With a 
piano, you’re used to always play-
ing alone, so working with others 
is different… It’s enjoyable playing 
together although it has its dif-
ficulties, like staying together or 
making eye contact throughout 
the piece.”

The concert closed with 
“Suite for  Flute and Jazz Piano” 
by Claude Bolling, which added 
a funky twist to the concert. The 
piece started with a light, cheer-
ful violin tune, before the drums 
and bass launched into a groovy 
rhythm. Shortly after, the violin 
joined in once more, its melody 
matching the jazzy beat.

Tiffany Chang ’19, a concert at-
tendee, said, “I really liked the way 
[the groups] worked together with 
such a refreshing variety of differ-
ent instruments. Some ensembles 
aren’t very common, like a flute 
and a French horn. You don’t see 
those together very much.”

Yixuan Zhao

Students Piece Together 
Identity at AddiSUNDAY

Surrounded by scraps of cel-
lophane and colored paper, Pip-
er Winkler ’17, Alice Ahn ’16 and 
Sarah Schmaier ’16 glued yellow 
shapes onto dark blue sheets of 
paper. Each of them used materi-
als such as markers and popsicle 
sticks to create abstract collages 
on the paper.

Winkler, Ahn and Schmaier’s 
collages were products of the 
activity, “Play with Collage and 
Abstraction” at  addiSUNDAY, 
a once per term event held last 
Sunday afternoon at the Addi-
son Gallery of American Art. The 
Addison Community Ambassa-
dors, a group of students who 
meet weekly with the Addison’s 
education department to learn 
more about the museum and to 
brainstorm activities for Addi-
son visitors, planned and hosted 
the event, which was inspired 
by “Converging Lines: Eva Hesse 
and Sol LeWitt,” one of the Addi-
son’s current exhibits.

“Playing with art materials is a 
really good stress reliever and [An-
dover students] are all so sched-
uled and so busy with work from 
the moment you wake up until the 
moment you, sometimes, eventu-
ally go to bed. addiSUNDAY is an 
opportunity for you to destress 
and energize, but also the subgoal 
is to help students find new ways 
to connect with the museum, so 
all of the activities are designed 
in a way to help people find new 

ways to look at art and make con-
nections with art while simultane-
ously laying on the floor making 
art,” said Jamie Kaplowitz, Manag-
er of Curriculum Initiatives at the 
Addison.

Zoe Sylvester-Chin ’19, who 
attended  addiSUNDAY, said “I 
was in history class at the Mu-
seum Learning Center and [Ka-
plowitz] made an announcement 
about [addiSUNDAY to us]. I had 
never really come to the Addi-
son before and she talked about 
how we probably hadn’t laid on 
the floor and ‘touched’ paper for 
a long time so I thought why not 
try it out. I think [the collage ac-
tivity] is fun, because nothing can 
really go wrong with abstract art 
and anything flies.” 

“Postcard as Dialogue,” was 
another activity at addiSUNDAY 
in which students chose an old 
Phillips Academy postcard or de-
signed their own on which they 
wrote a letter to be sent to them-
selves in six months. Camilla Guo 
’17, an Addison Community Am-
bassador, said that the goal of 
this activity was to allow students 
to reflect on “past versus present,” 
as well to collaborate and discuss 
with friends and other artists. 

“We wanted [‘Postcard as Di-
alogue’] to emulate the theme 
of correspondence because [the 
‘Converging  Lines’ exhibit] is 
about Eva Hesse and Sol Lewitt’s 
relationship and just the idea of 
interacting with people and hav-
ing the quiet, creative space to 
actually make a postcard to share 
with others,” said Guo.

Art Exchange, an art club on 
campus, also organized an activi-
ty for addiSUNDAY in which stu-
dents sketched about an aspect of 
their identity. Identity has been a 
large focus of the club in the past 
year. For example, last winter, 
Sabrina Lu ’17 created a water-
color self portrait that depicted 
elements of both Chinese cul-
ture and American culture. These 
pieces of art were displayed 
alongside the addiSUNDAY ac-
tivity as inspiration.

Albert Yue ’17, a board mem-
ber of Art Exchange, said, “We 
have prints of artwork that stu-
dent artists have donated to us 
so we can showcase their artwork 
to the public and even sell them. 
Also, it is a good way to show peo-
ple on campus that there are these 
opportunities on campus where 
they can come to a club and do 
art and try things because we do 
have workshops that allow you 
to try out mediums or techniques 
that you really don’t get to try out 
in one of the traditional art classes 
that we have on campus.”

Winkler, an Addison Commu-
nity  Ambassador, said, “addiS-
UNDAY is a great opportunity for 
students who aren’t aware of the 
wonderful resources that the Ad-
dison offers to come take a break 
before ultimate week, which is 
obviously very stressful, relax, get 
acquainted with their creativity–
which is a really great opportuni-
ty for students who aren’t taking 
art classes at the time necessarily 
– or just want to get to know the 
Addison staff and Ambassadors.”

Serena Ren
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Hannah Garth ’18 plays the oboe in a chamber music group.
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Piper Winkler ’17 creates a collage in an exhibit at the Addison Gallery of American Art
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Romulus Sottile

Tributes and Cell Phones:
Andover Dance Group Bridges Past and Present

Cast in a dim light, five danc-
ers slowly walked across the stage 
in Steinbach Theatre, meticulous-
ly pointing their toes and rolling 
through their feet with each step. 
Suddenly, a sharp ringtone pierced 
the music, which had been playing 
softly. Janice Cheon ’16, one of the 
dancers,  answered the call enthu-
siastically, saying, “Hey, Herbie! 
How are you?”

Cheon’s greeting began “Cell 
Phone,” a dance number in the An-
dover Dance Group (ADG) show 
this past weekend. The show fea-
tured several group pieces cho-
reographed by Judith Wombwell, 
Chair in Theatre and Dance and 
Director of Andover Dance Group, 
as well as four solo dances, two 
of which were student-choreo-
graphed.

Set to Radiohead’s “Sit Down. 
Stand Up,” “Cell Phone” confront-
ed the role of technology in society 
and in social dynamics. The piece 
featured Anna Chang-Chien ’16, 
Cheon, Kailey Kirkwood ’16, Erica 
Nork ’16 and Alice Tang ’18. The 
dancers’ cell phone numbers were 
included on the program, so right 
before the dance began, Womb-
well asked the audience to turn 
on their phones and welcomed 
them to call the performers and 
talk to them aloud during the per-
formance. As a result, many of the 
dancers were talking on their cell-
phone while performing the cho-
reography. One dancer ordered a 
pizza, another was speaking to her 
mother who called her from the 
audience and a third was taking a 
selfie.

Wombwell wrote in an email 
to The Phillipian, “I first choreo-
graphed this dance several years 
ago – before smartphones cer-

tainly – well before I carried a 
cell phone. The idea was that I 
would create a dance that had the 
traditional structure of a dance 
– aesthetically pleasing, exciting, 
demonstrating the dancers abil-
ities – but the calls would break 
down that structure so that the 
dance as choreographed is never 
seen.”

Another dance in the show 
was “Bridge,” choreographed by 
Wombwell and set to “Soe-pa” 
by Ingram Marshall. The piece 
featured Isabelle Bicks ’18, Alexa 
Goulas ’18 and Suning Wang ’18, all 
clad in simple black dresses. The 
dancers methodically opened and 
closed the windows of Steinbach 
Theatre during the dance, creating 
an eerie atmosphere that was fur-
ther accentuated by the dark cos-
tumes and dark lighting.

The focal point of “Bridge” 
was a narrow bridge elevated on 
wheels that stood in the center of 
stage. Throughout the dance, the 
performers interacted with the 
bridge, dancing on it and jumping 
on and off it. They extended hands 
to one another as they walked 
across the bridge.

Bicks said, “We’ve been using 
the bridge since the first rehears-
al, so we’ve kind of been practicing 
and maneuvering with it. When 
the show came, I felt kind of 
ready, but the bridge itself is actu-
ally pretty shaky, so that’s kind of 
nerve wracking. When you get up 
there and you have to stand on one 
leg or something and all of a sud-
den, it starts to shake–that can be 
a little scary.”

Later, Cheon took to the stage 
again to dance a solo entitled 
“Glass Etude,” set to “Etude No. 1” 
by Philip Glass and choreographed 
by Alexander Putko, a choreog-
rapher from Cheon’s home state 
of New Jersey. She moved back-
wards across the room in a series 
of tiny yet precise steps, all while 

staring fiercely into the audience. 
In one portion of the piece, she 
contorted her whole torso in a half 
spin before reversing the spin and 
landing back on the floor. 

Cheon said, “[Putko] and I 
picked the music together, and he 
started choreographing [for] me, 
which was a really nice experience 
just because I am also a choreog-
rapher myself. But [also] to have 
someone choreograph a dance 
especially for me with my person-
ality in mind… [this] was the first 
time that that happened, so it was 

pretty momentous and also mem-
orable.”

The show ended with all 
17 members of ADG perform-
ing “Anantya” choreographed to 
“Spiegel im Spiegel” by Arvo Pärt. 
Dedicated to Wombwell’s moth-
er who passed away in August, 
the piece explored themes of the 
passing of time and reflection. 
Throughout the dance, the per-
formers leaned on one another, 
pushed and pulled each other soft-
ly and let themselves fall into each 
other. These fluid movements 

matched the melancholy tone of 
the song. 

Nork,  Co-Captain of ADG, 
wrote in an email to The Phillipi-
an, “Like all great choreography, 
[‘Anantya’] went above and beyond 
its intended theme and created in-
dividual meanings for all its danc-
ers. For me, the piece was about 
empathy, and the importance of 
listening to and understanding 
those around me. But I’m sure that 
every dancer has their own ver-
sion of what the dance means to 
them.”
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Isabelle Bicks  ’18, Alexa Goulas ’18 and Suning Wang ’18 use a wooden bridge in their dance 

Improvisation and Musicals
Take Center Stage at

Final Student Recital of Fall Term

Using the numbers nine, two, 
six and eleven, Charles Stacy ’16 
launched into a complex impro-
visational piece at Wednesday’s 
student recital. The four numbers, 
Stacy explained to the audience, 
corresponded to specific notes on 
the piano that he used as the basis 
for his impromptu composition. 
Stacy used the piano’s pedals to 
slur together simple chords that 
melded together into a rich melody.

Stacy was one of 17 performers 
at the Student Recital on Wednes-
day afternoon in the Timken Room 
of Graves Hall. As the last student 
recital of Fall Term, the concert fea-
tured a wide variety of musicians 
performing a repertoire ranging 
from classical concertos to songs 
from contemporary musicals.

Jennifer Lawson ’19 performed 
the second movement of “Clari-
net Concerto in A Major, K. 622” 
by Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart 
on the clarinet, accompanied by 
Christopher Walter, Instructor in 
Music, on the piano. The compo-
sition started slowly, consisting of 
smooth, soft notes, with the mel-
ody switching between the piano 

and clarinet. A series of fast scales, 
which are strings of consecutive 
notes, introduced the middle por-
tion of the piece. The piece ended 
with the same melody from the be-
ginning.

Lawson said, “What I enjoy 
about this second movement is 
how relaxing and smooth it is. It’s 
the type of piece that you can close 
your eyes to and get lost in, or per-
haps even fall asleep to, which I 
mean in the best way. In addition, I 
appreciate Mozart’s use of rhythm 
in the accompaniment; it propels 
the melody forward without rush-
ing it at all, which I think is an im-
portant aspect to the piece’s overall 
sense of calmness.”

Herbie Rimerman ’17 contrast-
ed the classical clarinet piece with 
his performances of “Sonntag, Op. 
47, No. 3” by Johannes Brahms 
and “Promises, Promises,” by Burt 
Bacharach,  from the musical 
“Promises, Promises.” “Sonntag” 
started off with slow, long notes 
before transitioning to a louder, 
intense composition. “Promises, 
Promises” began with a series of 
fast chords on the piano. The tem-
po persisted in the vocal part, cre-
ating an energetic and lively tone. 

Rimerman said, “I like the 
Brahms, because it is very simple. 

It is not vocally challenging but 
what is challenging is that it is so 
slow and so simple, the expression 
has to be on point for the entire 
piece. It is really really hard to do. 
In fact I am still not done work-
ing on it. I like singing ‘Promises, 
Promises’ mostly in conjunction 
with Brahms’s ‘Sonntag,’ because 
they are so incredibly different, and 
it is such a fun transition between 
the two pieces.”

One of the final performanc-
es of the night was Yixuan Zhao 
’18 playing “Andante et Scherzo” 
by Louis Ganne on the flute, with 
Walter providing accompaniment 
on the piano. The piece began with 
several trills and glissandos, which 
are cascades of consecutive notes. 
These techniques created a light 
and airy sound in the song. Zhao 
also executed several large jumps 
throughout the song, transitioning 
between high notes and low notes.

Zhao said, “The piece itself is 
lovely and provided challenges that 
I enjoyed working through; wide 
jumps between notes being a pri-
mary challenge. I do love the musi-
cality of the piece – there are many 
sections that dip and swell, and as 
a stronger musical than technical 
player, those are always a pleasure 
for me to play.”

Serena Ren

First Senior Concertos 
at Academy 

Orchestra’s Concert

With quick strokes of the bow, 
the cellists of the Amadeus Cham-
ber Ensemble suddenly began 
playing a low and strong rhythm, 
creating an intense mood. As vio-
lins and violas joined in, the song 
turned into a more heroic melo-
dy. This piece, called “Perseus” by 
Soon Hee Newbold, was inspired 
by the Greek story of the hero, 
Perseus, and his journey to slay 
the Gorgon, Medusa. The change 
in mood and melody wove to-
gether Perseus’s story and victory.

“Perseus was my favorite piece 
to play because I love how fast 
paced it is. We have to shift into fifth 
position [the string position used 
to play high notes on the violin] at 
one point while doing sixteenth 
notes, which is pretty hard, but [as 
a whole] it went really well and our 
orchestra played cohesively,” said 
Anna Faliero ’18, a violin player in 
the Amadeus Chamber Orchestra.

This piece was performed 
during the Academy Orchestras 
Concert held in the Cochran Chap-
el this past Sunday. The concert 
also included performances by two 
of the Senior Concerto winners, 
Diana Ding ’16 and John Lim ’16. 

The Academy Chamber Or-
chestra performed “Fantaisie Bril-
lante sur des airs de Carmen,” by 
Francois Borne, featuring Ding on 
the flute. The orchestra began the 

piece dramatically with a series 
of sharp, quick notes while Ding 
provided a more even melody. 
The piece included a contrasting 
steady rhythm played by the tim-
pani or the strings and a fast, up-
beat tune performed by the flute.

Ding said, “Being a soloist, 
you’re supposed to lead the orches-
tra, which was a new experience for 
me. It’s really different than being 
in the orchestra, because if you’re 
in the orchestra, you’re supposed 
to listen to [James Orent, Instructor 
in Music]. If you’re a soloist, you’re 
supposed to tell him what to do.”

The concert also included the 
Academy Symphony Orchestra’s 
rendition of the third movement of 
Jean Sibelius’s “Violin Concerto in 
D Minor, Op. 47.” Lim performed 
a violin solo in the piece. Begin-
ning with a fast yet quiet rhythm 
played on the timpani, the piece 
had an ominous tone. Lim’s fast 
solo added to the intensity and ur-
gency of the piece. Throughout the 
composition, the orchestra and the 
soloist alternated playing the mel-
ody, creating a sense of dialogue.

Lim said, “I chose the piece be-
cause I always wanted to challenge 
myself by playing this notoriously 
difficult piece. At first, it was daunt-
ing to learn the piece, but learning 
it was such a rewarding and helpful 
experience for me as a musician. 
Also, I knew that the orchestra’s 
accompaniment part is reasonable 
but challenging at parts, and I want-
ed to make sure that the orchestra 
would enjoy playing their part.”

Lauren W. Lee
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Alex Goldberg ’18 plays “Sonata No. 1 in G minor” by Bach on the violin. 

Jungwoo Park ’19 and John Lin ’19 perform with the Amadeus 
Chamber Ensemble. 
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iFood

Multicolored flags from around 
the world covered the rows of stu-
dent mailboxes in the mailroom 
of George Washington Hall as the 
steam from udon noodle soup and 
the smell of sweet and sour pad 
thai noodles filled the air. Students 
devoured the food as they mingled 
among the crowd and listened to 
international music of iFood.

Organized by International 
Club (iClub), iFood is the food ba-
zaar of International Festival (iF-
est), which was held last Saturday 
night. The mailroom turned into 
a market that featured food items 
made by individual students and 
clubs.

“I think the food bazaar is a 
really important part of [iFest], be-
cause it is a chance for both iClub 
and the other cultural organiza-
tions on campus, including [Chi-
nese Taiwanese Student Associa-
tion (CTSA)], Chinese Language 
Club, [Indian and Pakistani Soci-
ety], Japanese Club and Southeast 
Asian Club to really come out and 
introduce people to some aspects 
of culture, in this case food, which 
is I think a universal message,” 
said Michael Shen ’16, Co-Head of 
iClub.

CTSA prepared crispy fried 
rice and sweet bubble tea. The club 
also served three types of steamed 
dumplings: pork and crunchy cab-
bage, pork and seasoned mush-
room and one vegetarian option.

“For some people, [certain] 
food is really common to them 
growing up, but other people in 
this school might never have heard 

or tasted it. So it’s really interesting 
for us to stand there and try to con-
vince people like, ‘Why don’t you 
try some?’ I think this [interaction] 
adds to the theme of iFest, like 
trying to help other people under-
stand our culture,” said Sarah Ding 
’17, Co-Head of CTSA.

Andover Korean Society (AKS) 
served tteokbokki, a savory mar-
inated rice cake containing fish. 
The club cooked at the event, bar-
becuing bulgogi and samgyeopsal, 
marinated beef and pork, respec-
tively, on a mini grill.

“[In previous years] when AKS 
participated in iFest, we had the 
same menu,” said Junhyuk Chang 
’16, co-head of AKS. “But this time, 
we thought we’d try something 
new… we tried ddukbokki, and 
actually, a lot of people liked it! So 
we’re introducing a new aspect of 
the Korean culture, because if for-
eigners think about Korean food, 
they’d think about kimchi or bi-
bimbap, but by introducing them 
to new foods, we’re raising aware-
ness of the Korean culture.”

Syrupy Mexican hot chocolate, 
made from semi-sweet chocolate, 
cinnamon, sugar and vanilla, was 
also served at iFood.

“You get to share your culture 
[at iFest],” said J.P. Ramos ’18, a 
board member of iClub. “My cul-
ture is Mexican culture. There are 
stereotypes about food. You get 
to share what your food actually 
tastes like. [iFood] also shows au-
thentic food in the United States, 
and it’s amazing.”

Diva Harsoor

iFashion and iTalent

With quick and graceful mo-
tions, Alex Ma ’17 plucked a series 
of short notes on the guzheng with 
her right hand as she performed Ji 
Wei’s “Moon is High.” Ma also used 
her left hand to play steady low trills 
on the traditional Chinese stringed 
instrument, before ending the piece 
on a soft and peaceful chord.

Ma’s performance was one of 
six in iTalent, the talent show por-
tion of International Festival (iFest). 
Held in Kemper Auditorium and 
emceed by Tucker Drew ’17 and So-
phia Gilmour ’19, board members of 
International Club (iClub), iTalent 
also included a fashion show, iFash-
ion, in which 18 students modeled 
traditional clothing from nine dif-
ferent countries, including China, 
Dominica, Japan and Burkina Faso. 

Susanne Torabi, International 
Student Coordinator, said, “Because 
this is an American high school, it’s 
important for us to remember that 
ten percent of our students come 
from other countries, and they leave 
a lot of culture behind. That’s what 
we got a glimpse into tonight, to 
see what they perhaps have grown 
up with. I always wonder how they 
feel, coming here and thinking about 
going to college here, how much can 
they keep of their culture, and their 
music, their language.”

Marius Orehovschi ’16 took the 
stage to perform his rendition of 
O-Zone’s “Dragonstea Din Tei,” a 
famous Moldavian pop song. Sit-
ting on a barstool in the middle of 
the stage, Orehovschi strummed the 
iconic melody on an electric guitar 
while he sang the Romanian lyrics.

“I chose to perform [‘Dragon-
stea Din Tei’] because, despite it 
being a worldwide hit, very few 
people knew where it was actually 
from,” Orehovschi wrote in an email 
to The Phillipian. “All of my friends 
with whom I talked about it before 
iTalent told me that they knew the 
song but had no idea it was from 
Moldova. Some of [my friends] did 
not even know its original name… so 
I thought it would be nice if I played 
the song… In this way the audience 
would learn something about the 
country I am from.”

Another act was Clara Li ’19 and 
Ali Nunes ’17 performing a DramaL-
ab about two American girls living 
in Japan. The serious skit explored 
the theme of culture shock in an un-
familiar environment.

Nunes wrote in an email to The 
Phillipian, “On the one hand, the 
ideas presented in this DramaLab 
are important to explore because 
it emphasizes how welcoming and 
cohesive our community is at Phil-
lips Academy. There are so many 
different people on campus looking 
out for us, students and faculty alike. 
On the flip side, [the DramaLab] also 
raises the important issue that some 
people do feel isolated and lone-
ly on our campus despite our best 
efforts. It’s important to recognize 
that while Phillips is inviting and 
welcoming, there are still steps to 
be taken to include everyone in our 
amazing community.”

Accompanied by Jonathan Jow 
’16 on the violin, Joel Peña ’16 played 
the keyboard and sang “He Said,” a 
slow Chinese ballad by JJ Lin. The 
act began with a violin solo before 
slowly transitioning into a harmo-
nious duet between Jow and Peña. 
The combination of Jow’s violin and 
Peña’s soft, powerful voice created 

an ethereal mood.
“It’s kind of funny, because nei-

ther [Joel nor I] are international 
students,” said Jow. “So it’s good 
that even if neither of us were inter-
national students, we can still cele-
brate culture in general.”

iFashion followed the iTalent 
performances. Both international 
and domestic students alike paraded 
into Kemper Auditorium and pre-
sented fun facts about the country 
their clothing represented.

As one of the four representa-
tives for China, Jen Guo ’19 wore a 
pink ankle-length qipao adorned 
with gold, floral embroidery and 
featuring a high, elegant neckline. 
The qipao is a traditional Chinese 
dress that was primarily worn from 
the 19th to early 20th century. 

Guo said, “[I decided to model] 
mainly because… I really wanted to 
learn about other countries [since] 
I’ve lived in China all my life and I’ve 
never really been anywhere outside 
of China. Learning about other cul-
tures is really fascinating for me.”

Malika Dia ’17, representing 
Burkina Faso, modeled a blue, an-
kle-length dress with a tight bodice 
and an airy skirt. Dia’s dress was 
made in Burkina Faso with pagne, 
an untailored cotton textile. 

“I modeled it partially because 
it was more comfortable than my 
other garment, but also because I 
thought it had a very beautiful finish 
to it, and so I really wanted to show 
people that there’s a bunch of cool 
stuff that’s worn where I’m from,” 
said Dia. “I’m just really glad that we 
can have this event, because inter-
nationality is often disregarded on 
campus, so I really like iFest, and 
I’m glad it could happen.” 

Hannah Zhang
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From top to bottom: Sarah Ding ’17 served fried rice for CTSA, 
Alex Ma ’17 played a traditional chinese instrument called the 
guzheng, the iFood bazaar was located in the George Wash-
ington Hall mailroom, Tucker Drew ’17 (left) was one of the 
emcees for iTalent, Claire Glover ’16 and Marcello Rossi ’16 
represented iClub, Maho Fujiwara ’18 (left) represented Ando-
ver Japenese Connection and served udon noodles. 

Students Traverse Globe at International Festival



The Exonian
Harkness Method Extended into All Facets of Life

At an educational 
institution as presti-
gious as our own Phil-
lips Exeter Academy, 
only the most elite 
teaching methods 
must be practiced. 

The Harkness 
method has been uti-
lized in every class 
since 1930. Students 
sit around a large 
ovular table, which 
fosters discussion 
and allows for every 
student’s voice to be 
heard. 

Teachers are re-
quired to measure 
the distance between 
each chair (2.58 feet) 
in order to ensure 
that no student has 
an advantage over the 
others. 

If any student is 
found attempting 
to alter their chair’s 
carefully structured 
position, they are im-
mediately put on pro-
bation and are forced 
to spend a minimum 
of 13 hours cleaning 
the chalkboards sur-
rounding the Hark-
ness tables, which are 
coincidentally also 
ovular. 

Students have his-
torically only had 

positive things to say 
about this teaching 
style. 

“I was so enriched 
by the rich mahogany 
aroma of the Hark-
ness tables at Exeter, 
I decided to create a 
‘Harkness Table Per-
fume’ once I gradu-
ated,” said a bankrupt 
Exeter alumnus. 

“Some Harkness 
tables whisper an-
swers to you, if you 
listen closely,” said 
Brainless Tina. 

Due to the Hark-
ness method’s out-
standing success in 
the classroom, ad-
ministrators have 
mandated that the 
tables must be incor-
porated into every as-
pect of students’ lives. 

The standard dorm 
room mattresses have 
been replaced with 
perfectly ovular ta-
bles so that students 
will be able to engage 
in lively discourse 
even while they are 
sleeping. 

“My mom was 
kinda mad because 
they only sell Twin 
and Twin XL sheets 
at Target,” said Olive 
Math ’19. “I don’t re-
ally use my bed any-
way, so I guess it’s 
okay…” 

Some students 
have had to make 
extreme changes to 
their everyday sched-
ules in order to ac-
commodate these 
new rules. 

“We tried to tell 
them that you really 
can’t play soccer with 
an ovular ball,” said 

captain of the soccer 
team Rhee Crute ’17. 
“Instead of listening, 
they replaced our 
goals with two large 
round hoops. Kinda 
like Quidditch, but 
more conducive to 
enlightening discus-
sion.” 

Exeter’s own Head 

of School expressed 
her resounding praise 
for the project at the 
last All School Meet-
ing. However, its 
practicality was ques-
tioned by many mem-
bers of the commu-
nity when the school 
had to commision  a 
round table with a 

900-foot diameter to 
accommodate the en-
tire student body at 
the meeting. 

MARGARET BRAGDON
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Independent Project Proposals for Winter 2015

The Exeter Acad-
emy Association 
awarded 21 monetary 
grants for indepen-
dent projects on cam-
pus out of the 22 sub-
mitted proposals last 
month. The granted 
projects, which re-
ceived partial or full 
funding, ranged from 
the research of psy-
chologically benefi-
cial things to the study 
of the visual features 
of a musical phenom-
enon. John Smith ’16 
and Harry Johnson ’16 
were given $1,738 to 
pursue their indepen-
dent project for their 
extended Psychology 
course. 

Their proposal was 
to research how ex-
changing knowledge, 
including fictional, 
could decrease stress 
and increase hap-
piness.  According 
to Ryan McStudent 
’17, the independent 
project began as the 
“brainchild of a group 
of coffee-loaded, 
sleep-deprived stu-
dents at sun down.”

 Smith said that 
they would focus on 
the effects of gossip 
on other students’ lev-
els of stress and hap-
piness.  They hypoth-
esized that gossiping 
will be beneficial for 
the students of Phil-
lips Exeter Academy. 
It has been said that 
students at Phillips 
Exeter don’t have 
much to distract them 
from their stress. 

“As of now, all we 
do to de-stress is try 
to figure out what the 

Lion Rampant really 
is,” Johnson added.  

Their planned final 
project is to run an on-
line blog to exchange 
knowledge.  This is 
if their research con-
firms their hypothesis 
that doing so would 
decrease stress.  Smith 
and Johnson are plan-

ning on creating an 
anonymous blog ti-
tled “Rumour Red”.
Students of Phillips 
Exeter would send in 
any ‘juicy’ gossip and 
those would be put 
online. 

The two students 
said that they got in-
spiration from an in-
ternationally known 
fictional blog. They 
asked to keep the 
name of their inspi-
ration anonymous but 

did agree on giving 
The Exonian a preview 
of their first post:

“Evening fel-
low Exonians! Ru-
mour Red here, your 
one and only source 
into the work-filled 
and semi-interest-
ing lives of Exeter’s 
elites.  This just in, 

our highly-praised 
(and feared) Qua-
druple Math Queen, 
Claire Daldorf, has 
been spotted with 
Charlie Salmon at the 
Wetherell dining hall 
during study hours.  
An insider has said 
that they were slack-
ing off as they were 
doing homework to-
gether, and everyone’s 
dying to know what 
type but I’m wonder-
ing why they weren’t  

in a place of study in 
the first place…

XOXO,  Rumour 
Red.”

An anonymous tip 
sent this in to them 
last Monday.  Since 
then, more rumours 
on Daldorf and Salm-
on have been spread 
all throughout cam-

pus.  Exeter has not 
had this much excite-
ment since a guest 
lecturer presented 
his new book titled, 
“Quantum Mechanics: 
The Mathematician’s 
Lifestyle.”  

The pair has tak-
en advantage of this 
newfound age of tech-
nology.  The blog is set 
to debut in about two 
months.  Exonians all 
over campus are high-
ly anticipating more 

juicy tidbits about 
their respected ac-
quaintances.  

Tristan Bolston ’15 
and Gabriel  Montoz 
‘15 received a fund of 
$4,087 to study of the 
visual and audible 
features of a musical 
phenomenon.  Bolston 
and Montoz’s inde-

pendent project is an 
advanced mixture of 
both their Theater 
and Film Photography 
courses.  The two de-
cided on focusing on 
the highly acclaimed 
musical series: High 
School Musical.  In 
the fall, the pair will 
closely examine the 
feature film.  This 
will require them to 
watch the series sev-
eral times.  They plan 
on examining the ac-

tor’s techniques, re-
citing their musical 
numbers, and observ-
ing the different cam-
era angles that were 
used.  The goal of this 
independent project 
is to be able to script 
an Exonian recreation 
of one of the films the 
series.  They plan on 
collaborating with 
students in Art 240 
and Art 420 in order 
to help develop, shoot 
and edit their film.  
The pair hope to fin-
ish their project by 
the end of their winter 
term, “If we don’t ac-
complish what we de-
cided on then it’s fine 
because we’re all in 
this together,” Bolston 
added.  

These grants were 
all handpicked by the 
board of the Exeter 
Academy Association.  
The board is com-
prised of eight Exeter 
alumni and they gath-
er on Skype every year 
and read the propos-
als.  The submitted 
awards were all “very 
well thought-out, and 
well written,” but the 
board was more com-
pelled by proposals 
that could both ed-
ucate and entertain 
the students of Phil-
lips Exeter Acade-
my.  The board ad-
mitted to their desire 
for “focusing on the 
more collaborative 
independent projects, 
rather than ones that 
are more solitary.”
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Exeter Celebrates the 234th Anniversary of its Founding

This past fall, 
Phillips Exeter 
Academy celebrated 
its 234th anniversary 
of its founding. The 
Exonian has decided 
to honor the school’s 
glorious heritage by 
retelling the story 
of Exeter’s creation.

This tale is one 
of triumph, joy and 
brotherly conflict. 

Long, long ago, in 
a foreign land of the 
New England area, a 
goddess gave birth to 
two twin boys. The 
goddess, Phillippa, 
was known for her 
intellectual wonder, 
athletic prowess, 
creative creativity 
and overwhelming 
kindness. 

Although her sons 

were twins, they 
were different in 

many ways from the 
moment they de-
parted the womb. 

The first to come 
out of his mother, 
John, was small and 
frail. He wore red 
suspenders and had 
fiery red hair. 

The young-
er brother, Samu-
el, came out of the 
womb with a blue 
cloak and a stunning 
smile. 

Clearly, the boys 
had inherited differ-
ent traits from their 
mother. 

However, Phillip-
pa’s husband, Phil-
lips, did not want the 
twin boys to steal 
his throne, so he 
plopped John atop a 
great wooden table 

and Samuel atop an 
erect piece of metal 
and sent them down 
a raging river. 

Clearly, Phillippa 
and Phillip did not 
have a healthy rela-
tionship. Of course, 
the twin boys were 
believed to have died 
while floating down 
the mighty water-
falls of Western Mas-
sachusetts. 

But no! A she-wolf 
snatched the two 
boys up only a few 
minutes later and 
welcomed them into 
her family with open 
she-wolf arms. 

A woodpecker fed 
the boys until they 
were old enough to 
journey to a near-
by village. The boys 
grew up complete-
ly unaware of their 

demigod blood. 
They only knew 

their last name to 
be Phillips. Samuel 
proved to be an ex-
cellent leader while 
John seemed awk-
ward and shy. Samu-
el was naturally ath-
letic, cunning and 
handsome. John al-
ways fell in Samuel’s 
navy blue shadow. 

When John and 
Samuel turned 12 
years-old, they got 
into a very big argu-
ment. They decided 
to move away from 
each other, forever. 
John dragged the 
great big wooden ta-
ble into New Hamp-
shire with his scraw-
ny arms and began a 
school called Phil-
lips Exeter Academy. 

He built each 

building, concrete 
slab by concrete slab, 
until he said, “Now 
my school looks like 
a jail!”. Samuel de-
cided to erect his 
metal statue into 
a beautiful part of 
Northern Massachu-
setts. 

After building 
countless brick 
buildings and long 
stretches of green 
grass, Samuel decid-
ed to name his school 
Phillips Academy 
Andover. 

You might be 
wondering, where 
did the word An-
dover come from? 
Ahn-Doe-Fer is a 
prophetic word of 
the Phillippa God di-
alect meaning, “Big, 
Blue, Nice”. 

John chose to 

name his school Phil-
lips Exeter Academy 
because Ehhx-uh-
turd is a slang term 
of the Phillippa God 
dialect, meaning 
“We love turds.” 

Two hundred thir-
ty-four years ago, the 
schools, Phillips Ex-
eter and Phillips An-
dover, were founded. 
Today, we continue 
to see the differenc-
es that first origi-
nated with John and 
Samuel. 

Exeter remains 
frail, uninviting, and 
mediocre while An-
dover is bright, tal-
ented and welcom-
ing. Every year, the 
two schools compete 
athletically.
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John and Samuel Phillips and Mrs. She-Wolf over 250 years ago.  Look at those She-Wolf arms ;)
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Administration Contemplates Name Change
After a yearlong de-

bate amongst faculty 
and staff, Phillips Ex-
eter’s Head of School 
announced that, due 
to an increasing num-
ber of students with 
disproportionately 
large heads and lit-
tle arms, Exeter will 
henceforth be known 
as T-Rexeter. 

This decision came 
after many boisterous 
rallies, where Exeter 
students attempted to 
hoist signs over their 
head, but were unable 
to due to their very 
short arms. The stu-
dents were prompt-

ed to rally in the first 
place because they 
didn’t like how Exeter 
rhymed with Sexeter. 

Because of their 
disproportionately 
short arms, students 
were not able to raise 
their hands during 
class. Teachers soon 
recognized this, and 
called in a expert to 
address the situation. 

“Students who 
study too much, of-
ten develop a giant 
head, and small, frail 
wimpy arms,” said 
Chris Pratt of Juras-
sic World. Ultimate-
ly, the name change 
committee decided 
that Exeter simply 

didn’t represent the 
daily struggle that 
average students en-
countered every day. 

Top-heavy stu-
dents also battled 
with the wind on 
nearly a daily basis, 
often tipping over and 
falling to the ground. 
The majority of stu-
dents with horribly 
short T-Rex arms 
struggled to open 
doors and punch 
numbers on their TI-
84.

Exeter students 
also had become in-
creasingly weaker in 
recent years, to the 
point that their small 
arms almost prompt-

ed the committee to 
choose “No Flexeter” 
over “T-Rexeter.” 
Throughout 2013, Ex-
eter students prided 
themselves on their 
weak arms; it almost 
became a trend . 

In the end, how-
ever, the prominence 
of the students’ large 
heads, and dispropor-
tional arms reigned 
supreme in the minds 
of committee mem-
bers. If you were ever 
to visit T-Rexeter to-
day, you would see 
thousands of stu-
dents, many resem-
bling humanoid dino-
saurs. 

PRANAV TADIKONDA

Read about the 
Crystal Math 

Epidemic on C3.



Opinions and Such

CorrecShuns:
Exeter did NOT in fact win any of its sports games last week. The 
Exonian regrets these errors and also Exeter’s terrible athletic abili-
ties. 
There was not actually a comic book convention on campus last 
Saturday. The Exonian apologizes for causing undue euphoria and 
anticipation. 
Last week we wrote about a student “doing the marijuana.” We have 
since learned that this phrase is not correct. Sorry, we just weren’t 
sure what this was.
Last week we advised students to take their computers to the technol-
ogy center if infected with “chlamydia.” We have since learned that 
this is not in fact a computer virus. We deeply regret this error. 
When we said we found Trojans in the dining hall we were not re-
ferring to people from the city-state of Troy. Apparently, Trojans are 
little balloons made out of latex! 

To the Editor:
I’m writing to 

address the outra-
geous amount of dances 
held on campus. There 
have been so many danc-
es, and everyone goes to 
meet new people (what 
even is that??). These 
three hour dances with 
gross, sweaty teenagers 
are kind of obnoxious, and 
they are keeping students 
from attending events 
they would enjoy more. 
For instance, my Flatu-
lence club, of which I’m 
the president, held a com-
petition last Friday and no 
one showed up, which is 
completely inexplicable. 
That same night, after the 
flatulence competition, 
there was a showing of 
a brilliant documentary 
on whales. Again, no one 
showed up. The weekend 
before that, I put togeth-
er a slideshow of all of my 
cats and was presenting it 
in the auditorium. I even 
put it to music, but no 
one was graced with my 
film, because there was a 
dance. Frankly, I’m tired 
of  all of these dances and 
they need to change. Fast.

My proposal to fix this 

problem is a simple re-
placement to these danc-
es. Let us have tea parties. 
At this quaint gatherings, 
everyone will dress to the 
T in their Sunday bests. 
They will arrive at the din-
ing hall, escorted by their 
date, and sit and socialize 
over a cup of lukewarm 
tea. I cannot think of any 
other way I would want to 
spend my weekends, and 
everyone I have talked to 
agrees. I’ve always want-
ed to dress up and have 
tea, just like I used to do 
with my dolls last year in 
10th grade. These events 
will save the student body 
from these terrible danc-
es every weekend. Just 
like the Boston Tea Party, 
James Otis led the rebel-
lion against taxes on Brit-
ish tea. I like to think of 
myself as a young James 
Otis, but instead of rebel-
ling against tea taxes, I am 
leading the charge for bet-
ter events for the greater 
good of the student body. 
Otis had said “No taxation 
without representation,” 
but I say, “We want Flirta-
tion without Gyration.” I 
think these tea gatherings 
could easily replace all of 

the dances on campus. 
There’s no need to have 
dances when you can sit 
and drink hot tea while 
discussing the newest nov-
el that the Head of School 
put on his “Recommended 
Reads” list. It will be an 
all-around amazing event, 
and I really hope that we 
can get this change in ac-
tion. The sooner the bet-
ter, I say!! 

Sincerely, 
Your concerned Exeter   

student, President of Flat-
ulence Club, Whale Doc-
umentary Director & Cat 
Slideshow Presenter 

Fellow Students who 
support my proposal: 

Johnathon Samuels, Al-
exander Nobel, Cynthia 
Sill, Cedric Clause, Be-
atrice Kris, Sue Sinister, 
Carol Trip, Andrew Mal-
lory 

With consultation from 
Alexa Goulas.

Letter To The Editor

Be careful with your dodecahedrons!
COURTESY OF THE D.E.A.

Vampire Academy
After conducting a secret investigation, it has come 

to our attention that some of the faculty here at Exeter 
are actually vampires who worship the color red. Ac-
tually, our school color is crimson. Red is a term used 
by peasants. 

Anyway, after hearing reports of Seniors finding 
their Math-100 tests graded in blood and complaints 
that all the garlic in the dining hall had mysteriously 
disappeared, we decided to look into this. 

Our investigation team was led by the head of The 
Exonian, Richard Thanyu. He is most qualified for 
the task, as he is one of Exeter’s best and brightest: 
he knows a whopping 17 out of the 26 letters of the 
alphabet. Evan Stu Pitter, who is one of our school’s 
goodest writers and Copy Editor for The Exonian, is 
second in command for the investigation. Along with 
the rest of our board members, we were confident that 
nothing could get in the way of our investigation, not 
even our low yield. 

First, we investigated the office of the Head of the 
Math department, Count VonCount. There, we found 
a shrine of sorts: a Harkness table adorned with red 
crimson candles, anti-garlic shields and a tooth of the 
satanic mascot. The actual mascot, a stray cat, stood 
on top of the Harkness table. The walls were covered 
with their motto, written in blood, “Drain Grades Like 
Blood.”

We were outraged to find our very own teachers 
dabbling in the dark art. The student body had much 
to say about this horrific finding.  

Local day student, Noah Rights, said “Not even our 
dwindling endowment can protect us from something 
like this!”  

Even the alumni body sent in their voices of oppo-
sition by pigeon-mail. “I can’t believe that I’m saying 
this, but… that’s just too evil,” said Lord Voldemort, a 
notorious alum. 

Students wish to replace these vampires with some-
thing less evil, like middle schoolers. However, rumor 
has it that the administration is in the process of re-
placing these vampire faculty members with were-
wolves, who are only evil once a month. 

Students’ parents should be expecting calls for do-
nations soon, in order to prevent further vampire out-
breaks from occurring, or as the school puts it, “mon-
ey, now. plz+thx.”

With consultation from Connor Devlin.

The Struggle to Have Fun: 
How to Have Fun at Exeter

What’s Cookin’ Exo-
nians? My name is Wal-
ter White ’17, and I am 
writing to suggest ways of 
having “sober” fun at Ex-
eter.  

Lately we seem to be 
having an issue with some 
students and their “math 
addictions.”  Students 
have recently been found 
behind locked doors of 
the academy building, sit-
ting around the Harkness, 
obsessively writing lines 
and lines of math, every-
thing from parabolas to 
algebra, but most popu-
larly, geometric shapes 
with pure crystalline 
structures. 

This math is high-
ly addictive, and some 
students have been seen 
leaving their English and 
language classes just to 

satisfy their craving by 
doing some math. While 
one is doing said math, 
with each number you 
add, your heart will speed 
up.  

An anonymous math 
addict in the lower class 
added, “Doing math is 
the best thing in my life, 
I do it at least three times 
a day, after each meal. I 
feel smarter, more alive, 
and just generally speedi-
er when I do math. Writ-
ing lines and lines of math 
gives me such a high, 
which is just so fun. All of 
this fun I’m having with 
math is the only thing 
keeping me from leaving 
Exeter.” 

Personally, I would 
have to disagree, saying 
that there are other ways 
of having sober fun at Ex-
eter.  If we stopped doing 
crystal math, we could 
make better use of our 

time and try things that 
we are bad at, like sports 
and socializing!  

Think about it, if you 
spent that grim Saturday 
night going to a dance 
(bold, I know) or even 
getting a parietal instead 
of doing math, you would 
still be having fun and im-
proving your social life! 

If you didn’t have to 
leave your fencing prac-
tice to go write lines of 
math, we might not have 
lost the New England 
Fencing Champion-
ship! Furthermore, if we 
weren’t inferior in every 
way, we might not have 
won… well nevermind. 

Anyway, I found this 
graph in this year’s State 
of the Academy, show-
ing how Exeter students 
spend their time.  Clear-
ly, we need to reevaluate 
how much time we spend 
doing math.

MOLLY KATARINCIC
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Recreation
The Dodgeball

Odyssey

On a dark, dreary MOnday,
the 9th Of nOveMber,
exeter dOdgeball
had a gaMe tO reMeMber.
 
anticipatiOn
was filling the gyM;
the OppOnents’ prOspects
were extreMely diM.
 
the lOyal teaM captain,
henry vOn trapp,
was wearing his infaMOus
red baseball cap.
 
the referee tOld theM,
“One Minute ‘till gaMe.”
the guys gOt in a huddle -
they were ready fOr faMe.
 
cOach billy whispered:
“Just dOdge, duck, dip, dive,”
henry’s stOMach was churing,
but he felt sO alive.
 
“we’re gOing tO win,”
he said tO the teaM,
“this is the vOn trapphOuse,
and yOu knOw what that
Means.”
 
the bOys nOdded and cheered,
glOwing with glee,
as they gliMpsed the teaM
frOM lOOMis chaffee.
 
“let’s Make theM see red!”
henry screaMed tO his bOys,
they strOde tO the cOurt
feeling high On the nOise.
 
henry winked at his bae,
whO sat in the bleachers.
they’d been dating a MOnth;
she had nice facial features.
 
the bOys stOOd in wait,
and the ref blew the whistle.
bOth teaMs rushed tOward
each Other,
each ball thrOwn like a Missile.
 
henry scraMbled fOr balls
and chucked theM real hard,
OppOnents fell like flies,
leaving lOOMis quite Jarred.
 
everyOne in the gyM
was clapping their hands.
henry screaMed, “yes!”
and waved tO the fans.
 
but suddenly, he
felt a ball hit his chest.
“i was caught Off guard,”
henry later cOnfessed.

withOut their captain,
exeter cOuldn’t cOpe.
they were dOwn six Men,
and there was little hOpe.
 
tO cOach billy’s disMay,
JOe was hit in the back.
lOOMis was sending
a full-fledged attack.
 
then arthur went dOwn,
and charles was next.
then peter was hit;
cOach billy was vexed.
 
Only twO Minutes later,
exeter was defeated.
they sluMped tO the bench,
energy quite depleted.
 
that is the stOry
Of exeter dOdgeball.
basically they
lOse every gaMe.

BARTLEBY THE BARD

If you can dodge a wrench, you can dodge a ball.
COURTESY OF COACH BILLY

Jill Hill Struggles To 
Jump Jack’s Height, 

Major Upset in Jumping Jacks

Striding full 
speed towards the 
finish-Jack, Jill Hill 
’17 leaped with all 
her force, struggling 
to hurtle over the 
two-foot tall third 
grader. As Hill’s 
right foot smacked 
the Jack in the face, 
a grunting sob was 
audible throughout 
the stadium. Tears 
streamed down 
Hill’s face as she 
hung her head in de-
feat and waddled out 
of the stadium, upset 
she could not defend 
her title as Jumping 
Jacks champion.

 Jumping Jack, 
the popular Exonian 
sport, is a game of 
intensity and strat-
egy. If one becomes 
champion of the 
sport, they are con-

sidered the cool-
est Exeter Geeks of 
them all. 

A source for The 
Exonian was able 
to confirm that the 
winner gets to take 
an extra math final 
and can avoid all 
Required Parietals 
mentioned. 

The intricacies of 
this highly, highly 
complicated game 
could not possibly be 
explained in this ar-
ticle, it is simply too 
hard to derive. Sim-
ply put, It involves all 
the players lining up 
students, non-stu-
dents, and really 
anyone who does not 
ask too many ques-
tions named Jack, 
on a grass field. The 
players then jump 
over the Jacks. Who-
ever injures the least 
Jacks wins. If you 

kill a Jack you are 
disqualified and will 
not be allowed to 
complete your Flu-
id Mechanics home-
work. 

“I think watching 
students jump over 
Jacks is super excit-
ing–it takes a lot of 
intelligence, strategy 
and determination to 
jump over people’s 
heads, especially 
people named Jack,” 
said Sirius Nerd ’18 
in an interview with 
The Exonian. 

In a lengthy, and 
overall unintelligible 
email to The Exonian, 
Hill wrote, “This is 
almost as bad as the 
time I got a 99.5% on 
my Organic Chemis-
try test my freshmen 
year. Thank Pythag-
oras that my librar-
ian friends where 
their to help me 

through that dark 
thyme.” It is import-
ant to note that Hill 
did seek help from 
Exeter’s writing cen-
ter, learnenglishgo-
od.com, while writ-
ing this email.

We wish Hill the 
best of luck, as she is 
currently attempting 
to get recruited to 
Harvard for Jump-
ing Jacks, although 
this may prove to be 
a difficult task. We 
look forward to next 
year’s season, as it 
should prove to be an 
exciting one; a new 
coach is expected to 
join the team. Ex-
eter looks to retired 
Math Department 
Head, Archimedes, 
to bring a innovation 
to a team that has 
been lacking in that 
department. 

PALOMA BLANDON

If you ain’t first, you’re Exeter.
J.ACKED/THE EXONIAN
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#shhhhhh



Arts and Homework

Outfit of the Week: Student Violates Dress Code
Outrage arose 

Monday as student 
Ina Prison ’19 attend-
ed her classes on the 
prestigious campus 
of Phillips Exeter 
Academy dressed in-
credibly scantily. 

As she walked 
into her mathematics 
class and proceeded 
to take her seat at the 
Harkness table   again 
– yes a Harkness ta-
ble in a biology class-
room –   every set of 
eyes behind their fra-
meless glasses swiv-
eled in her direction. 

Jaws dropped in 
awe of the lowlife- 
esque attire that 
Prison was adorning. 
She was breaching 
several aspects of the 
honorably misogy-
nistic dress code at 
Exeter. Her slacks 
were frayed at the 
hem; Prison claimed 
that her foot had got-
ten caught in a storm 
drain on the walk to 
class, but how is she 
to be believed when 
dressed in such a 
manner? 

Her collared shirt 
was both untucked 
and missing a but-
ton in an unfortu-
nate place; her upper 
stomach region could 
be seen, a prohibited 
area for viewing at 

Exeter.
It became increas-

ingly apparent as 
eyes were drawn to 
Ina’s midriff that she 
was wearing a spa-
ghetti strap top un-
derneath her button 
 up shirt. The horror! 
How were her peers 
expected to focus 
with this kind of in-
decent exposure in 
their midst? 

“[Prison] should 
have been more care-
ful. My peers and I 
are all permanently 
scarred by the square 
inch of Ina’s skin that 
we saw,” said class-
mate, Pryan Eiz ’18. 

As a result of Ms. 
Prison’s disgraceful 
actions, she has been 
assigned to clean the 
entire scary concrete 
athletic complex us-
ing only a toothbrush 
and a Harkness-ta-
blespoon of bleach. 

Her classmates 
pushed for a harsh-
er punishment, such 
as making her limit 
her analytical essays 
to only 7 pages, but 
the administration 
believed that the 
physical labor would 
benefit Prison as she, 
like most Exonians, 
doesn’t get much 
exercise due to the 
massive amount of 
studying she does. 

NATALIE WARREN

Someone please take out the trash.

K.NEESOCKS/THE EXONIAN

Exeter Students Shine at Praying Mantis Night

The crowd roared 
into applause as 
Kemmas Tree ’16, 
a member of Ex-
eter’s Sine/Cosine 
Appreciation Club, 
semi-accurately re-
cited the first 20 dig-
its of pi. 

The act started off 
as Tree walked onto 
the stage, decked out 
head-to-toe in a cal-
culator outfit. While 
the auditorium went 
into a state of chaos 
when the tape fell 
off of Tree’s glass-
es, the stage manag-
er Regectedby Anne 
Dover ’15 managed 
to quickly find a re-
placement and the 
show was resumed 
after a brief two-
hour hiatus. 

Home Lee ’19 
commented on the 

incident: “There was 
the typical Exeter 
dynamic in work on 
the stage. With the 
teamwork and pa-
tience of everyone 
present, they were 
able to get [Tree’s] 
performance back in 
one piece.” 

The annual Pray-
ing Mantis night 
was, as always, a 
great success. The 
r e c o r d - b r e a k i n g 
turnout rate was ev-
ident on campus, as 
technicians had to 
install extra chairs 
in the auditorium, 
increasing the seat-
count to an astonish-
ing fourteen. 

This proved to be 
quite challenging, as 
the team had to bring 
in an extra Harkness 
table for the evening. 
In preparation for 
the big event, actors 

had been rehears-
ing day and night to 
put on spectacular 
jaw-dropping per-
formances that awe 
the crowd. 

“The enthusiasm 
shared by not only 
the actors and pro-
ducers, but the stu-
dent body on a whole 
foreshadowed that 
Praying Mantis night 
would be a huge suc-
cess.” said Sumbuh-
dee Random ‘18.

In an interview 
with The Exonian, 
Tree said that she 
will begin to teach 
interested members 
of the community to 
learn her act. 

“It is crucial that 
students engage in 
fun extra-curricular 
activities that will 
take their minds off 
the challenging aca-
demic curriculum at 

Exeter. I can’t think 
of a better way to 
relax and unwind,” 
said Tree. 

Another show 
that gained immense 
respect was the 
Magic Club’s annual 
“Coin Behind Ear” 
performance. In the 
highly interactive 
act, members went 
around the Harkness 
tables, tapping vol-
unteers’ ears. 

Astonishingly, a 
quarter would ap-
pear on the magic 
wand. Unfortunate-
ly, The Exonian has 
yet to find out the 
reason behind the 
trick, as members of 
the Magic Club were 
sworn into secrecy 
by their president, 
Hairy Whodini ’17. 

The club earned 
the magic trick kit 
and extra quarters 

after applying for 
a grant from the 
school.

An all-time favor-
ite act, Exeter Ru-
bix Kubes (ERK), 
was performed with 
a special twist. As 
newcomer Shaniqua 
Robertson ’19 came 
onto stage with a red 
rubix cube, 

The final act was 
a solo by Howamai 
Sohdum ’16, singing 
an original: It Ain’t 
Easy Being Red. The 
lyrics, along with 
the smooth sound of 
Sohdum’s alto voice, 
made many mem-
bers of the audience 
tear up. 

Students lit up 
their TI-84Cs and 
waved them in the 
air as they remi-
nisced about various 
aspects of their lives 
such as their dress 

code and how the 
administration tried 
but failed to main-
tain a need-blind 
policy. 

“It was inspira-
tional,” said Preh 
Pee ‘18. “[Sohdum] 
prompted me to 
think about ways to 
make Exeter a bet-
ter place than it al-
ready is. It made me 
realize that there 
may be just some 
flaws to this school 
that I previously 
thought was perfect. 
[Sohdum] made me 
realize that the only 
way to fix my situa-
tion is to transfer.”

Of course, as evi-
dent by the Tree in-
cident, actors were 
not the only ones 
who put forth ef-
fort in creating this 
event. The emcees 
for the event were 
second to none, as 
they eloquently read 
out the next act from 
the program. 

Their astonishing 
accuracy shocked 
everybody present, 
and they were able 
to go through the en-
tire night announc-
ing the wrong act 
only twice. “Consis-
tency matters, and to 
that end, the emcees 
did a great job. 

‘Their robotic 
voices and how they 
said exactly what 
was written on the 
program will land 
them jobs on Broad-
way,” said Know Klu, 
Senior Instructor in 
Public Speaking.

All in all, the 
Praying Mantis night 
turned out to be a 
huge success both in 
terms of attendance 
and feedback.

FEATURES STAFF

TI-84THEBOYS
F.RAYINGPRANTIS/THE EXONIAN
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10. Extra tape to 
repair glasses.

9. Smarties. 

8. A stack of fancy 
graphing paper. 

7. Air molecules (a 
bargain!) 

6. Wallet-sized 
photos of famous 

mathematicians for 
on the go inspiration!

5. A new costume for 
the upcoming Lord of 
the Rings convention. 

4. The gift of 
knowledge. 

3. More plaid for 
plaid-on-plaid outfits.

2. Exclusive behind-
the-scenes footage 
from Bill Nye the 

Science Guy. 

1. Brace Flosser. 

Gifts for Your Crush!

F E A T U R E S  P R E S E N T S

TOP TEN

10. Basic Social Skills.

9. How to Avoid 
Obstacles When 

Walking.

8. Anatomy of a TI-84. 

7. How to Style your 
Suspenders.

6. Religions of the 
Textbook.

5. How to Sports.

4. Splits for 
Beginners.

3. Cat Worshipping.

2. How to Smile 
When You’re Sad.

1. Daily Life for 
Dummies Seminar. 

High Demand Courses at Exeter!

F E A T U R E S  P R E S E N T S

TOP TEN

10. Andover rejects 
welcome!

9. Check us out; we’re 
well endowed.

8. Need-blind (2004-
2008).

7. Too cool for school 
(on Sundays only).

6. Every equation 
begins with E!

5. Nerd by birth, 
Exonian by choice.

4. Let Harkness 
bring you light in the 

darkness.

3. If we had a town, 
we would paint it red!

2. What’s black and 
white and read all 

over? The Exeter Red 
Book! 

1. We have John 
Palfrey! -oh wait.

Exeter Recruitment Slogans!

F E A T U R E S  P R E S E N T S

TOP TEN

Exonian Comedy
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What do you get when you cross a cow and an octopus?

A meeting with the ethics committee and a swift removal of your research funding.

Three statisticians are out hunting. Suddenly, a deer appears 50 yards away. The first statistician shoots and hits a tree 5 feet to the left. The second statistician 

shoots and hits a tree 5 feet to the right. The third statistician starts jumping up and down, yelling, “We got him! We got him!” 

What did the cell say when someone stepped on his foot?

Mitosis!

Why was Pavlov’s hair so soft?

Classical conditioning.

Descartes walks into a bar. 

    The bartender asks, “Want a drink?” 

    Descartes says, “I think not” and ceases to exist. 

How many ears does Mr. Spock have?

Three: the right ear, the left ear, and the final front ear. 

A photon is checking into a hotel and the bellhop asks him, “Do you have any 

luggage?”  The photon replies, “Nope, I’m traveling light.”
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Advertisements

Think you’re 

funny?

You’re not!
So write for Exeter Humor.

Take a Study 

Break!

Jk don’t.

Sorry lol - The Exonian
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Exonians Compete for “Best 
Dressed” Superlative

T.RYNNE/THE PHILLIPIAN

J.BECKWITH/THE PHILLIPIAN

H.JOHNSON/THE PHILLIPIAN J.BECKWITH/THE PHILLIPIAN

H.JOHNSON/THE PHILLIPIAN J.WOLFE/THE PHILLIPIAN

J.BECKWITH/THE PHILLIPIAN
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